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RAIN PUTS AN
END TO DEADLY

92 Degrees

HEAT WAVE
MIDDLEIN
8H0WER3
EAST,
WEST AND SOUTH BRING RE'
LIEF TO SUFFERERS

CHICAGO HAD 201 DEATHS

-

at

Boston
The official

Boston, July 6.
tem
perature at 1 p. m. today was 92 de
gree, exactly the same as on Tues
day, which was the hottest day ever
The heat so
experienced in Boston.
far has directly caused ten deaths in
New England and there have been 47
drowning accidents.'1
Six

deaths and thirty
pros- t'ations up to 1 p. m. was today's
SUC human toll exacted
THIS NUMBER OF VICTIMS
by the heat In
CUMBED WHILE 273 WERE
this city. At noon street thermome'
ters registered 105 degrees to the
PROSTRATED
hade. Added to the terrors of the
unprecedented heat was a shortage of
BELIEVED WORST NOW OYER ice and milk. In several Massachusetts cities and towns industrial esIN
STRICKEN tablishments have been closed for
TEMPERATURES
the remainder of the week.
MUCH LOWER THAN
FOR PAST FIVE DAYS

AREA

record-breakin-

ATTENDS MEXICO

TECHNICALITY

CITYjpKE

BRITISH-AMERICA-

Relief In New York
New York, July 6. A blockade in
the subway today capped the misery
cf the hot wave. When the stalled
trains finally crept Into the underpassengers
ground station, fainting
were taken out by the score. Some
were taken to hospitals.
There was no change for the beter
here today compared with Wednesday.
At 10 o'clock the mercury had, reached 84 degrees and six deaths had
been reported up to that time. Relief
Is promised by tomorrow with the
hope of thunder showers tonight.
No

Worst Over at Kansas City
; . Kansas City, July 6. With temperatures over the southwest at. 7 o'clock
this morning from five to ten degrees
lower than at'the same hour yesterday and ligtit showers ln:' Bight" over
most of "the 'territory, decided relief
from the extreme heat of the last four
days was experienced today. At Fort
Worth, Tex., a light rain fell today,
last night an Inch of rain fell at
Niobrara, Neb. The temperature at
Norfolk, Neb., showed a drop of nearly 30 degrees at 7 o'clock this morning. In the 24 hours ended at 7
o'clock this morning there were nine
deaths from heat and twenty prostrations in Kansas City.
"

aminers from North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Michigan, northern Indiana and northern Ill'nois rounded
up in Chicago today for their annual
will
conference.
The examiners
spend two days in the discussion of
methods with a view to arriving at
the highest grade of efficiency in the
examination of banks. Cooperation
i.mong national, state and clearinghouse examiners is one of the important subject? that will receive atten
tion.

THREE BOYS DROWN
IN SWOLLEN ARROYO!
ACCIDENT
" SOUTH

TWENTY

MILES

OF SANTA FE DUE
TO CLOUDBURST

.

Fe'. N.
aged 12

Santa

July 6. Three
years, were
the San Crls-tovarroyo, twenty miles south of
Santa Fe. The arroyo, which is dry
the greater part or the year, suddenly filled with a wall of water from
the mountains and - the boys, who
were driving a wagon, were caught.
Their team of horses managed to
swim to safety.
.
M.,

to 18
drowned yesterday in

boys,

'

Cooler at St. Louis
St. Louis, July 6. Relief from the
!
BILL REPORTED
Intense heat of the last five days came
Washington, July 6. The congrestrday in advance of the expected thunder storms. ' At 9 a. m., the tempera- sional reapportionment bill providing
ture was1 83 degrees Instead of 90, for a house membership of 433 was
reported to the senate today.
recorded on Tuesday. ,
:

RIOTING

RELEASE ON A

--

BANK EXAMINERS CONFER
Chicago, July 6. National bank ex-

FATAL

H'NAMARAS ASK

g

h

CITY EDITION

TEACHERS TO SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco, July 6. Hundreds
of delegates and visitors are arriving
in San Francisco for the annual con
vention of the National Education
association. For the most part the
early arrivals are going to the nearby resorts to remain until the' end of
the week, when they will return for
the convention proceedings. Saturday
will be the opening day of the gathCHARGE MOB,
CALLED INTO COURT AT LOS AN ering. ..The next day will be "Edu POLICE
KILLING
ser
ant
cational
special
TWO
Sunday,
PERSONS AND WOUNDGELES TO PLEAD, THEY REmons will be preached in all the city's
ING SIX OTHERS
FUSE TO DO SO
The real business of the
churches.
convention will begin Monday after
IS AT STANDSTILL
A UNIQUE QUESTION RAISED noon, when the first general session TRAFFIC
will be held In the Greek theatre of
the University of California.
EFSTREET CAR COMPANY'S
COUNSEL
DEFENDANTS
FOR
TO
FORTS
OPERATE
LINES
CHERRY CARNIVAL IN OREGON
CHALLENGES JURISDICTION
UNSUCCESSFUL
Salem Ore. July 6. The Cherry
OF JUDGE BORDWELL
been
has
Salem
which
for
pre
Fair,
paring for several months, was bril ANOTHER CONFERENCE TODAY
STATE IS TAKEN UNAWARES liantly Inaugurated today with an
historical and industrial parade. Many
and representa
from the surrounding country officials
UNEXPECTED MOVE IS MET BY visitors
OF MEN HOPE TO
are here for the festivities, which
tives
MOTION TO DISALLOW THE
will continue until, the end of the
ADJUST TROUBLE
PLEA ADVANCED
week.

Cold at Laramie, Wyo.
Laramie, Wyo., July 6. The ther
Washington, July 6. Practically the mometer here registered
forty-eigh- t
Los Angeles, July 6. The defense
only section of the country where the degrees this morning, the lowest on
tn the McNamara dynamite conspira
hot wave that haa spread from coast the sixth of July for several years.
cy case sprung a surprise today when
to coast remained unbroken today, is
John McNamara, the accused Indiana
Rain
states.
Atlantic
that of the north
TWELVE COMMITTED TO PRISON
labor leader, and his brother, James
to
wave
cool
the
awaited
the
brought
Santa Fe,.N. M., July 6. Sheriff
were called into Judge
McNamara,
upper lake region, the plains states Roybal of Rio Arriba county yester-brougBordwell's
of the superior
department
furand
and the middle-wes- t
today
the following prisoners to
ther reductions In temperatures are the penitentiary from Tierra Amarril- - court.
Both men were summoned to plead
probable In the next 24 to 36 hours. la where they were sentenced
by to nineteen
charges of murder, the
Showers have moderated the heat In Judge John R. McFie at the recent
of the destruction of the Los
result
2
By tomorrow term of court: Jose Bustamente
the southern states.
Angeles Tin es plant on October 1,
night the east generally will get relief, years to 27 months; Gabriel Salazar. 1910. In addition JOhn J. McNamara
year to 18 months; Frederico Pena, was
It is predicted, and the worst and most
expected to plead to the charge
to 3 years; Bernardino Dominguez,
prolonged spell of heat since 1901 will
he had conspired to destroy the
that
bo broken. Boston, with 86 degrees 2 to 3 years; Fulgencid Morfin 6 to
Iron Works.
Llewellyn
1
months; Hermejildon Martinez, to
as compared with 82 yesterday mornInstead
he
challenged the jurisdicyears; Gregorlo Jaramillo, 6 months tion
ing, led the country today.
of the court, claiming that it had
1 year; Jose Lorenzo Salazar and
to
Chicago Reports 201 Dead
vo right to exact a plea or to trty him
Gregorlo fle Herrera, 1 year to 15
Chicago, July 6. Two hundred and
on
either the nineteen charges of
1
18
Tobias Trujillo,
year to
one deaths and two hundred and seven- months;
murder or the Llewellyn Iron Works
11
to
months
Leandro
gerna,
months;
ty-three
prostrations was the toll ex- 1 year; John P. Andrez, second de- indictment, because he was extradit
ed from Indiana, not for murder, but
acted by Chicago's recent
gree murder, 15 to 89 years.
hot wave, which lasted for
for alleged dynamiting. The move
One hundred twenty-fiv- e
five days.
plainly surprised the prosecution.
A motion for the quashing of the
infants, who died from the heat, are ARBITRATION PACT
Indictment was made only in the case
Included in the list of dead.
of James B. McNamara, who entered
The hot wave was broken at
SOON TO BE SIGNED no plea whatever, holding that the
1 o'clock this morning by rain, which
indictments against him should not
brought with it a cool breeze and a
stand because the grand jury was
until
in
the
temperature
steady drop
HOUSE OF COMMONS INFORMED biased, and because Earl Rogers, who
78
degrees,
a 9 o'clock it stood at
REGARDING
Rcted as a special district attorney
compared with 93 degrees, for the
aid the inquisitors during the Into
TREATY
The official
same hour yesterday..
had previously been acvestigation,
and
cooler
weather forecaster predicts
of the Times and Meron
behalf
tive
unsettled weather today with thunder
London, July 6. The British govassociation
Manufacturers'
and
chants
storms for tonight.
ernment Is so satisfied with the progevidence.
for
search
the
during
milk
and
American-Britisan
ice
arbitraress of the
Chicago is facing
The prosecution met the move o f
famine as the result of the continued tion treaty, that Sir Edward Grey, the
defense with a motion to disallow
'he
hot weather. The heat has cut the secretary of foreign affairs, was able
the
plea as to. jurisdiction with an
supply of Ice fifty percent. Yester- to announce in the house of commons
on the relevancy of John
day a minimum demand for 30,000 today that there was every prospect McNauara's action, which promises
with
tons was met by the companies
that the peace pact would be signed to continue unt!l night.
the delivery of 15,000 tons. Inde-de- goon.
drivers took advantage of the
"I believe that the United States
situation to raise the retail price. government and ourselves are now in
Milk dealers are reporting the great- full accord as regards the details of BURGLARIES BY
est shortage in the supply of milk draft of the treaty," he said.
ever experienced in the city.

Mexico City, July 6. Two persons
BANK DEPOSITS LESS were killed
and five others serlousV
Oklahoma City, Okla., July 6. In a wounded during a charge by the po
statement issued by the state bank lice on a mob near the street car
OKLAHOMA

commissioner, it is shown that the barns near Indianllla,
state banks of Oklahoma have exact- rhis city today.

ly $10,521,537.90 less In deposits now
than they had three months ago. The
figures cover the three months from
March 7 to June 7. On March 7, the
deposits in state banks amounted to
$49,723,977.50. On June 7 they wero
$39,202,439.60.
GOVERNMENT DETERMINED
Washington, July 6 The government will renew its fight to disassocirailroads
ate the great
from their virtual control of mines
and evading the commodities clause
of the Interstate commerce law. A
test case against the Lehigh Valley
railway will be filed today in tb.3
United States 'court in Philalelphia.
g

STEEL CONFERENCE
CONCLUDES

BUSINESS

FOR AN INTERFORMS PLANS
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION

AT BRUSSELS

MEETING

Brussels, Belgium, July 6. The
steel men concluded the business
which had called them together from
nine steel producing countries in a
brief session today and adjourned.
Most of the Americans left for Paris
late this afternoon.
The conference appointed a committee of thirty, made up of members
proposed by each national group, to
work out a plan for an international
steel organization and submit it to
the full conference when called. The
committee organized by
making
of the United States Steel
Gary
Julge
FEMALE RAFFLES corporation chairman, and W. B.
Peat of England secretary, and ad
journed to meet again when sumCOLORADO SPRINGS POLICE BE- moned by the chairman.
IS ROBBING
LIEVE
GIRL
Judge Gary said substantial progress had been made) toward "'a
FASHIONABLE
HOUSES
common world code of feeling and
practice In steel affairs." He is satis
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 6. A fied with the results thus far ac
female "Raffles," attired In men's complished through the International
clothing, the police say, has been per exchange of opinion.
petrating the many burglaries that
have occurred in the fashionable north
end district of Colorado Springs durAVIATORS FLY OVER
ing the last several weeks.
That the burglar la a woman was
not known until Tuesday morning.
STRAIGIITSJF DOVER
While robbing the home of Mrs. Anna
Williamson, 830 East High street, the
girl accidentally awakened Mrs. Wil- COVEY OF AERIAL
CRAFT AC
liamson. The latter saw the girl burCOMPLISH EIGHTH STAGE
glar standing near a window, a street
OF BIG RACE
light disclosing her form to be that of
a woman attired in men's clothing.
6. The covey
'
The tmrglar pointed a revolver at of Calais, France, July
French aviators that descended on
Mrs. Williamson while she carefully
the English coast, last Monday, took
made her escaped through the winwing from Dover at daybreak and
dow.
half an hour later settled lightly on
the soil of France.
The flight across the straits of
MICHIGAN BAR MEETING
Battle Creek, Mich., July 6. The Dover was accomplished easily, with
annual meeting of the Michigan State favorable though., rainy weather. The
next legwili be ironv Calais ,.to Paris,
Bar association, which began a
.'a stop at i uVmiens, e completing
with
attracthas
here
session
today,
the
international
'circuit: between the
ed to this city many distinguished
representatives of the bench and bar. French and British capitals.
attorney General Wlckersham la on
the program to deliver an address.
NO FIGHTING IN LISBON
Other prominent speakers will be
of
Prof. Jerome C. Knowlton of the UniLisbon, July 6. The reports
B.
A.
an
of
l
streets
the
Lisbon
in
of
Eldredge
Michigan,
Hghting
versity
of Marquotte, Thomas E. A. Weadock elsewhere in Portugal between loyal
of Detroit and Grant Fellows of
troops and sympathizers w'th the
monarchists are untrue.
,
.

two-day-

s'

j

"
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Still Scorching in Pittsburg
Pittsburg, July 6. The oppressive
heat continues here today. At 9 a. m.
tfce thermomemter registered 85 degrees, a Jump of 8 degrees in an hour.

Be

Idol Than
Idle.

just outside

The rioting occurred when an ef
fort was made to move cars into the
suburbs. The cars were escorted by
mounted police, who rode Into the
crowds of strikers and their sympathizers and used their sabres freely.
The dead were striking motormen, of
whom a great number had gathered
ibout the cars, defying the guards
Many other less serious attacks were
made on cars at different points. Few
epople aptrqnized the cars that were
run.,
The load street car company is
making little headway in its attempt
to run cars. Two blocks from the
barns the cars were stopped this
morning by a mob which pelted the
crews with stones and smashed the
car windows. Eight or ten persons
were Injured. '
A further conference of representa-peopl- e
patronized the cars that were
pany's officails will be held today.
READY FOR ELKS
Atlantic City, N. J., July 6.

Head

quarters for the national conventions
of the Elks were established at the
Hotel Strand today by Grand Exalted
Ruler Hermann and 'other grand
lodge officers of the order. The advance guard of delegates and visitors
is putting in an appearance and an
attendance of fully 100,000 is expected when the convention is opened
'
Saturday.

STATEHOOD HINGES
ON A CONTINGENCY
NO

WOMAN SLAYER FREED
Leadvtlle, Colo., July 6. Woman and
sentiment won a victory yesterday
when the murder charge against
Capra, an Italian woman who
killed her husband six weeks ago, was
dismissed in Judge Cavander's court,
The women of the state had taken an
A
interest in the case, to the extent of
besieging District Attorney Hogan
with requests that the woman not be
prosecuted, as they said she was jus BEN HARRIS, WHO KILLED TWO
tified in., killing her husband.
ROCKY FORD OFFICERS,
Mrs
Capra is about to become a mother.
CAPTURED

MILITIA ORDERED

As-sun-

OUTTOPREVENT
LYNCHING

IMPROVIN

ROAD

The road leading to the rifle range REMOVED TOJLA JUNTA
northwest of Las Vegas is being re
USED TO RUSH
paired and put in good shape for use AUTOMOBILE
during the encampment of the First
PRISONER TO SAFETY FROM
regiment of the New Mexico National
SCENE OF CRIME
Guard, which will begin July 18.
OTTAWA

CREW WINS RACE

Eng., July 6
In the' third heat for the grand
challenge cup today the Ottawa rowredoutable
ing club crew beat-thBelgian crew of Ghent and also won
the trophy .... The winners rowed a
grand race. The crews were on prac
tically even terms throughout until
just before the winning post was
reached, when the Belgians fell back
beaten. The time was 7 minutes
and 13 seconds.
e

HID IN NEGROPARSONAGE
MURDERER
TWO

8UFFERING
BULLET WOUNDS

FROM

BY HIS VICTIMS

Denver, July 6. Governor Shafrota
today ordered out a company of militia at La Junta, Colo., to prevent the
possible lynching of Ben Harris, the
negro accused of killing Chief of
Police Craig at Rocky Ford Tuesday

'

night
SPECIAL DRILL TONIGHT
company h win particiapte in a
special drill at the armory tonight.
All members are expected to be pres
ent. The date for the annual encamp
ment is drawing near and the com
pany desires to make a good showing.
11 STABBED
IN A QUARREL
Muskogee, Okla., July 6. A quarrel

over a girl at a country dance, nine
miles south of this city, early today
resulted In a general fight In which
eleven men were stabbed.
The
wounds of several are serious.

MANCHESTER STRIKE
SITUATION SERIOUS
COTTON

MILLS FORCED

TO SHUT
DOWN, MAKING THOUSANDS
IDLE

Harris was captured this morning
at Rocky Ford and hurried to La
Junta in an automobile. It is report
ed that a mob is forming at Rocky
Ford to lynch him. Captain E. D.
Bartlett of Denver was sent to La
Junta at 11 o'clock to take charge of
the local company, and Governor
Shafroth has notified three other com
panies to be ready to go to the scene
if required.
Harris was discovered in the par
sonage of the negro church at Rocky
Ford. He has two bullet wounds in
the head, indicating that the offciirs
had shot him at the time of hiq at
tempted arrest.
HURT IN AUTO ACCIDENT
Albuquerque, N. M., July 6. Mr.
Martha Hart, sustained a badly frac
tured arm, Bert Skinner, of the Skin
ner grocery, received a wrenched ankle, and Miss Viola Skinner was more
or less shaken up, as the result of an
automobile accident which occurred
near Golden, on the other side of the
Sandia mountains Tuesday, when the
machine in which the party was rid
ing was overturned. Clare McCloskey,
driver of the machine escaped with
out serious injury.

.. Manchester,
Eng.,
July 6. The
situation growing out of the strike of
the carters was further complicated
today by the enforced idleness of
thousands of cotton operatives. Many
mills' are unable to obtain coal and
other supplies and several have been
SECRETARY
been compelled to shut down Indefin TAFT'S
itely. Throngs of strikers and cithers
out of work were in the streets today,
PUBLICITY AGENT
being added to by several hundred coal miners who struck
in sympathy with the carters and the CHARGED THAT HE IS CONTRIB
UTING TO NEWS BUREAU OF
dockers. Some 750 troops and 300
UNRELIABLE
CHARACTER
London police arrived today.

THIS SESSION UNLESS
RECEIVE
ADMINISTRATION. FEARS

VOTE

POLITICAL

Washington, July

UPHEAVAL
6.

There will be

no vote on statehood for New Mexico and Arizona at this session o f

OF GLASGOW
July 6. The colonial premiers and parliamentary delegates to
the coronation, who are making a
brief tour of the United Kingdom, arrived in' Glasgow this morning and
received the freedom of the city. Later In the day a visit was paid to the
Glasgow exhibiton.
FREEDOM

Glasgow,

congress unless the administration
becomes convinced that delay will
throw New Mexico into the ranks of
the democratic states; a contingency
which those here not blinded by fatuous partisan prejudice say is high- STRIKERS, TROOPS
ly probable if the administration
torces carry out their program of tryAND POLICE CLASH
ing to let New Mexico in without
Arizona. There is little doubt that if
New Mexico's admission is delayed SERIOUS
IN STREETS
RIOTING
until 1912, she cannot come in then
OF
AMSTERDAM
SOLDIERS
without Arizona. The outlook for
WIN
OUT
both is extremely dubious, unless a
vote is arrangedJTor aj; this session.
Amsterdam, July 6. There was hot
fighting in the harbor district here between rioters on the one hand and
the police and troops on the other earFORMALLY ARRAIGNED ly today. The strikers stoned the police and the troops replied with their
rifles. The striking shipping men
DISPLAY OF SUMMER FINERY IN then produced revolvers and in the
fusillade that 'followed, a number rf
THE TOMBS COURT AT PRELIMINARY TRIAL
persons were wounded. The troops
vltimately routed the strikers.
New York, July 6. There was a disFARRAR-DiAVIplay of summer finery that made the
WEDDING
crowd in the Tombs police court today
London, July 6. Of Interest to
forget the heat, when Miss Ethel Ameriacns In London was the wed
Conrad and Miss Lillian Graham ap- ding here today of Miss Norah Davis
peared for examination on the charge of Philadelphia and the Rev. Percl- of attempting to murder W. E. 'D. val F. Farrar The bride is a sister
Stokes, the millionaire hotel man. In of Richard Harding Davis, the novelcontrast to the defendants, Mr. Stokes ist, while Mr. Farrar Is fei son of the
looked pale and worn. Mr. Stokes, late Dean Farrar, and is rector of
as the first witness, narrated
the the church at Sandrlngham, which
eTents of June 7, when he was shot. Is attended by the king and queen- -

'v

STlESlSllllTSj

S

,

Washington, July 6. Charges that
Charles D. Hilles,, secretary to the
president, is acting as the head of a
political news bureau which suppres
ses truth and issues underground and
false reports as to sentiment concernwere
ing presidential
candidates,"
made today in a letter which Rerpe- sentative Norris of Nebraska, an in
surgent leader In the house, addressed
to the Nebraska Progressive Republican league.
The Norris letter
charges that
the
facts
"suppressed"
relate
to sentiment
the can
favoring
of
Senator La Follette
didacy
for president Harris charged
the
progressives bad been .wronged $y a
conspiracy ..of great.. newspapers in
suppressing pews relating ;to the pro
gressive movement," , Referring to
the series of articles printed, Mr.
.
Norris.' letter concludes:
These various articles have the
ear marks that strongly Indicate they
oiiginated at the White House.'
He adds, however, that he does not
think the president, himself, dictat
ed them and does not know, that be
had any knowledge of them.
f r! , , mm..
,

STIMSON

TO INSPECT CANAL
New York. July 6. Secretary of
War War Stimson sailed today for
Panama to make his first inspection
of the progress of the canal work
and the' details of its fortification.
Incidentally, the secretary will stop
at Havana to view the ruins, of the
battleship Maine and will also visit
Porto Rico to Inquire- into .quost'ons
of sanitation and ihv present. meUiod
of choosing municipal "udses.
.
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IRELAND AWAITS
S New Mexico Development Conference at Mountainair

Happy, Happy

Use TIZ

8

COMING OF THE

K

Mountainair, N. M., July 6. The cooperation for the good of New Mexfourth annual Chautauqua assembly at ico as a whole, and that they realize
Mountainair, Torrance couny, will rhe Importance of such cooperation.
5
be held this year AuguBt 2 to 13 It Is to encourage this cooperation, to
iV
?&
inclusive. Mountalr haa the distinc- bring the various communities closer KING GEORGE AND QUEEN MARY
tion of being the smallest town In the together, to give them the advantage
TO VISIT DUBLIN LAST OF
United States that has ever attempt- of interchange of ideas and plans,
THIS WEEK
ed an assembly of this character. This that this conference has been called.
town
on the Santa Fe cutoff, It is not proposed to attempt a permalittle
not only has attempted, but has
nent organization. It is, rather, a
Dublin, July 6. All Dublin, and in
conducted there, of these preliminary meeting, at wljlch repre truth, all Ireland, is on the qui vive
chautauquas; and Is going Into Its sentatives ol the various communi- in anticipation of the coming of the
fourth with a much more elaborate ties will have the benefit of the exking and queen. Crowds are pouring
program than has been attempted perience and advice of experts in in from all points, and it Is estimated
before, with every prospect of com- promotion of publicity as well as the that the normal population of Dublin,
benefit of each other's Ideas; and about 350,000, will have swollen to
plete success.
The Thief
Some time ago the management of that they may discuss among them
say a policeman Is
the day on never around They
1,000,000 by Saturday,
when he's wanted.
the Chautauqua set atfde Saturday, selves the best methods by. which we
which their majesties will make their
The Robber Don't you believe It. I
August 5, as New Mexico resources mav hasten the copulating, and de
had hardly gotten the abutter open
into the city.
entry
day and placed arrangements for the velopment of New Mexico.
The royal visit to Dublin will ex when a copper came up and nabbed
program for this day in charge of
A large majority of the states ae
official ar me.
the Bureau of Immigration. This aow conducting statewide promotion tend over four days. The
are calculated to keep
either rangements
program has now been completed and and
campaigns,
publicity
HE KNEW THE GAME.
their
busy almost from the
majesties
includes a number of very interesting through a state or central body, or
until
arrival
their
of
hour
their
depar
lectures by well known experts In by close cooperation among communtheir several lines, all bearing upon ities. It Is recognized that what ben- ture, which by the way, falls on July 1 2,
the resources and development of efits New Mexico as a whole must the day the Ulster Orangemen hold
New Mexico.
Governor Mills will of necessity benefit all its communi- their great annual celebration. Some of
be present and will make an address. ties; and the time has come when the leaders among the Orangemen have
The program includes a lecture by New Mexico should take up the work not been slow to take offense at the
Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of the on an equal footing with the othir king departing from the country on
New Mexico Agricultural college, on states, if we are to have our share that anniversary, and have petitioned
e
"The Model
Irrigated Farm of westward moving population and him, instead, to visit Ulster's capital,
In New Mexico;" by Alexander
Belfast. As all the arrangements for
western development.
of Roswell, the noted horti'
It is blieved that this conference the royal visit were concluded months
culturist, on "Fruit Lands of the will do much to encourage Intelligent, ago, however, it was Impossible to
Sunshine
State," illustrated with persistent publicity and development make any change In the itinerary
stereoptlcan
views; by John T. wcrk and to hasten the advancement Furthermore, it would not be at all
Burns, executive secretary of the of New Mexico.
expedient for the king to visit Belfast
International DryvFarming congress,
Governor Mills has not only given on Orangemen's day, as it would al
on "Opportunity and Dry Farming in his approval to the conference, but most surely provoke rioting between
New Mexico ;" by NorrlsH. Weed, the will open It with an address. Already the
Orangemen and the nationalists
well known advertising expert of the assurances have come from the rail
Their majesties are expected to ar
Santa Fe railroad, on "New Mexico's roads entering New Mexico that rep rive at Kingstown on the royal yacht
Need for Intelligent Publicity;" by resentatives of their traffic, immi Victoria and Albert
early Saturday
a
Ralph C. Ely of Deming, on "The gratlon and advertising departments morning. They will land at the Vic
"And now, after reciting the lives ol
Magic of the Pump," illustrated with will be present, and It is hoped that toria wharf at about 10:30, and will
men," said the teacher, "In this
stereoptlcan views, and by Charles every commercial club, chamber of be received by the lord lieutenant and great
is your constant aim?"
what
life,
D. Miller, New Mexico's irrigation en- commerce and board of trade in New
"Aim right across the home plate
Ccuntees of Aberdeen, At the Dublin
gineer, on "The Irrigation Resources Mexico will be represented either by
city limits they will be met by the an lnshoot!" cried the small boy.
of New Mexico."
its secretary or by delegates. There lord
mayor and council In the scarlet
All of these men are not only able is no restriction to the number of
and mace bearers in uniforms
GET OUT QUICK.
robes,
speakers, but experts who may be ac- delegates. Every interest in any way
of blue and silver. Soldiers will line
cepted as authorities in their several connected with New Mexico's devel
the road as a guard of honor, while
subjects.
opment Is invited and urged to at
behind them will be cordons of police,
The special feature of the "Resourc- tend.
and militia.
lancers
made
will
es Day" program will be the first
be
Every arrangement
On their arrival at Dublin Castle
"New Mexico Development congress," for the comfort of those attending
in hich every development Interest the, conference.
The climate at the king and queen will be received
the
Jn New Mexico Is Invited to partici- Mountalr Is ideal at this season and by the lord lieutenant bearing
sword
The
of
apartments-whicstate.
The
conference
of
this
has
purpose
the Chautauqua management
pate.
ja to bring together in an Informal made complete arrangements for the their majesties will occupy at the cas
the commercial bodies of the entertainment of those attending the tle have been completely refurnished
yr&y
various communities, the railroads,' conference. A rate of one and one- - and redecorated for the royal visit,
the Irrigation ami land development third fare for the round trip may be A new and
supper room
companies and interests; in a worl. had from all New Mexico points. Any has been built at the back of the
all of those actively interested in the further information desired will be Mate apartments. The additions and
speedy development of New Mexico, furnished promptly upon request to alterations have allowed a room with
for a conference and interchange of the Bureau of Immigration. Albu a beautifully decorated ceiling, which
ideas; for discussion of ways and querque, N. M.
hitherto was not available, to be admeans by which this development
ded to the viceroy's residential apartmay be brought about most speedily
ments. During the royal visit it will
Children Who Are Sickly
and effectively.
.
who value their own com be utilized as a small dining-roomMothers
Up to this time the various active tort
On
arrival
the
afternoon
of
their
and the welfare of their children,
The Boss Book agents never closa
communities of New Mexico have
their majesties will leave the castle
box
of
should
never
without
a
be
the door.
been "going it alone." There has
and proceed to the Royal College of
Bookkeeper Carelessness, I guess.
been little or no effective cooperation Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Science
for the opening ceremony.
seaThe Boss No; I rather think lt'l
use
for
the
throughut
Children,
for
them
the
good.
among
general
Afterward
will
be
escorted
to
caution.
they
son.
relieve
oreak
colds,
up
They
Their efforts have been restricted to
college,-wheran address will
their own localltes and as a result feverlshness, constipation, teething Trinity
to
be
which
his
read,
troumajesty will
stomach
and
headache
JUST FOR A CHANGE
work for New Mexico as a whole, has disorders,
a reply.
make
22
mothers
for
Used
bles.
years.
by
suffered.
Leaving Trinity college the king and
The recent hearty and statewide THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
will go to the Phoenix Park
acqueen
25c.
Sold
Don't
all
to
of
"Call
Governor
Mills'
drugstores,
by
response
New Mexico," (Post Card Day) has cept any substitute. Sample mailed race course, and will drive thence to
demonstrated convincingly that the FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted. the Viceregal lodge. The first day of
their visitin Dublin will conclude with
people of New Mexico are ready for Le Roy, N. T.
a state banquet at the castle, for
which invitations have been issued to
several hundreds of the officials and
best known residents of the Irish
capital.
A full program has been prepared
for Sunday, beginning with the at
tendance of the king and queen and
their suite at the service in St.. Patrick's Cathedral, followed by a visit
to the Artane Industrial school. Later
in the day their majesties will Inspect
the pensioners and girlsl of the Drum-monInstitute at the royal hospital.
A visit to the famous Leopardstown
race course and a state banquet at
Waiter Will you have your steak
the castle will be the chief events of rare, sir?
Monday. During the day his majesty
Guest No; let me have it plentiful
will hold a levee at the castle. The this time!
queen is expected to find time to receive an address from the women of
THE REASON OF IT.
Ireland and also to pay a brief visit
to Coombe hospital.
When vou get back to
Tuesday the king will inspect the
tired
and
hungry, you
camp,
Irish Constabulary at the ViceRoyal
do not want to spend the
and will also attend a
regal
lodge,
evening getting supper ready. You want a stove you
review of the troops and the presentacan start up in a minute that will cook quickly and weL
tion of colors in Phoenix park. In
the afternoon there will be a garden
Fot camp, houseboat or bungalow, a New PeT- '
party at the Viceregal lodge, and in
u the ideal cooking device. It
tecbon Oil Cook-stov- e
the
evening a court will be held at
trouble
all
It
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Marvel For Sore
Off

Feet

Act

For Your Baby's Sake
7

ROYALTY

Ten-Acr-
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much-neede-

d

'
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e

buy a WAGNER Quick
Folding Oo-ar- t.

Right

Come in
models.
in stock a full line of new
Well
to
buy.
be
obhged
examine
won't
You
Aem.
and
leave the decision to your judgement.
wtth
Tht WAGNER open or clou automatical?
land?.
th
of
on simile movement
comfortable for a baby of any ige, lyuie.

8iinSc7rTcLine. Has .oft,

flM ugjj.

Tk.
Ub
X
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QUICK FOLDING
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af. The

i

-
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"ml

T

all-ste-

,

Look for
the name

sore-proo-

'
"Ah," he began, "I was merely -"No, no; you needn't make
she cried.
Mr. Fiddlinskl,"
"Really and truly not. I heard your
magnificent' playing as I came th
the hallway just now, and oh, it was
beautiful beautiful ! "
'Thank you! But"
'Now, no 'huts,' please. I positive
ly refuse to listen to them. That is
the only thing I have against you
great artists," she went on, taping
"You are. always
him playfully.
for
apologizing
jour wonderful work.
Tell me what you were playing, Mr.
Fiddlinski?
It was the sweetest
thing I have ever heard. Was it one
of your own compositions"
"Er well, perhaps," replied the
musicain with a faint smile. '"I was
putting in a new E string." Ans
wers..

GO-CAR-

is beautifully finished in every
detail. Built on eraceiui nnes,
and
highly finished in nickel
best
in
enamel, upholstered
quality leatherette.
The WAGNER has an
frame no wobbly
el
wheels no wood parts to
warp and split.
To insure comfort, coi
venfence, style and ttreng,

Good-by- e
sore feet, aching feet.
swollen feet, sweaty feet, smelling
feet, tired feet.
Good-by- e
corns, callouses and bun
'
ions and raw spots.
like
You've never tried anything
TIZ before for your feet. It is differ
ent from anything ever before sold.
It acts at once and makes the feet
f.
feel remarkably fresh and
TIZ is not a powder. Powder? and
other foot remedies clog up the pores.
TIZ draws out all poisonous exudations which bring on soreness of the
feet, and is the only remedy that
does. TIZ cleans out every pore
and glorifies the feet your feet.
You'll never limp again or draw
up yoar face in pain, and you'll forget about your corns, bunions and callouses. You'll feel like a new persoc.
If you don't find all this true after
trying a box of TIZ you can get your
money right back.
TIZ is for sale at all druggists at
25 centa per box, or It will be sent
you direct if you wish from Walter
Luther Dodge & Co., Chicago, 111.
For sale by all druggists.

pink.

.aw-

holds the cart anywhere when left

It

Sore Feet? Never After Using TIZ

"How sweet, how divine!" she
gushed.
The violinist blushed a beautiful

"

v

seat is so placed that the cart cannot

Wagner
on the

front of
4 the cart.
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ESTABLISHED

gggS

CO M I N Q !

"

"Well, I've got to look after my to
matoes and string beans and things."
"You don't expect to feed all your
summer boarders out of that little garden, do you?"
I've got in my order for
"Nope.
canned goods, as usual. That vegetable garden is just a decoy." St. Louis

"Bllgglns Is one of those people
who are always afraid they are missing something.."
"Yes. He can't read the advertisement of a painless dentist without
feeling disappointed because his teeth
don't need fixing." Washington Star.

EMF W

Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Phone flain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

,

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents,
Laa Vegaa, New Mexico.

s

GROSS, HELL Y

&

CO.

(Incoporatod)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer

and PELTS

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN WAGONS-BAC- INE

In

VEHICLES-a-

eg

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M,
Corona, N. M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

d

"Supper Ready

'

the
saves
is ready for use in a moment
of cutting wood and getting in coal It does not overheat
or make dirt in a kitchen ; there are no ashes nor smoke.
It requires less attention and cooks better than any other range.

Mada villi 1. 2 and 3 boraan, with

an

on.

blue.
Hudnmely tubed ihremhot. Tb
2- - and
ba tad Mt or
Horal

n

without cabinet lop, which iifittad with
drop hetvaa. towel nolo, etc
Dealanarenrwherai or writ for do
cnrtira circular to lha aetreat aaaocr
of tha

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

Dublin

castle

Wednesday afternoon their majes
ties will leave Dublin from AVestland
Row station. On arriving at Kings
town they will depart for home on
the Victoria and Albert. . On their way
tc England their majesties will make
a three days stop in Wales for the
Mud Turtle I can't understand why
investiture of the Prince of Walea at
Carnarvon Castle, which event will you fellows wear scales.
Black Bass Well,
see, when
event will take place 'on the day f al- some fisherman hooks you
us we want to
lowing the departure from Dublin.
get a weigh Immediately.
.

It Is 'the duty of every expectant
mother to prepare her system for the
coming of her little one ; to avoid as
far as possible the suffering of such
occasions, and endeavor to pass

through the crisis with her health
and strength unimpaired. This she
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so
long in use, and accomplished so
much good, that it is in no sense an
experiment, but a preparation which
always produces the best results. It
is for exernal application and so penetrating in its nature as to thoroughly
lubricate every muscle, nerve and tendon involved during the period before
baby comes. It aids nature by expanding the skin and tissues, relieves
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly
prepares the system for natural and
Mother's Friend
safe motherhood.
has been used and endorsed by thousands of mothers, and its use will
prove a comfort and a benefit to any
woman in need of such a remedy.
Mother's Friend
is sold at drug
stores. Write for

IJOTHEIS

free

book

expectant

for

moth-

mm

ers, which con
tains much valuable information.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR

CO.. Atlanta. Co.

0

ROUND TRIP

5

17

SUMMER

EXCURSIONS

VI

&
V

4

COLORADO POINTS

Pueblo, $11.90
Colorado Springs,
Denver, $16.60

$n 70

St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
St. Paul, flinn
Chicago, III., $46.30
Tickets on sale daily June I to September
30, 1911,
are first class and food for stop-oveIn either direction,
final limit October 31, 1911
rs

D. L. BATCHELOR,

Agent.

4.30
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Latest Millinery

BREAKING
BY

JEANNE LOIZCAUX

i3r'

hat, in wbite Jemp, Is
with a band of Irish crochet
lace. White tulle roses set In a
'white net scarf are banked over the
low, rounded crown. A bow of chiffon
el vet In pale coral color Is wired to
atand at the right front where It Is
mounted against the crown. If this is
not a perfect design, no one has been
able to excel It and we need not look
for anything better.
The happy possessor of a scarf of
real lace In duchess point, princess
or Spanish lace, or any of the finer
hand-mad- e
laces, may use them as a
drapery on white hemp, In the manner

TTII3

FOR THE TRAVELER.

.Jill

D

mi mJ.be third hat pictured here!
To cut such a piece of lace Is out of
to
the question; a too
entertain at alL It may be doubled,
plaited or folded over, and laid over
or about a white hemp shape and
fastened to the shape with a band of
handsome ribbon and rosettes of fine
flowers. Rich lace should bo applied
to the shape with very little fullness.
The design and work are to show and
must be emphasised; therefore full
gatherings are out of harmony. If
there Is too much lace in a length,
one end may be rolled up and con
cealed under a trimming.'
short-sighte-

ETIQUETTE

d

FOR THE VISITOR

Many" Little Points That Mean Much
and Must Be Considered of

Importance.

A girl's first flitting from home surroundings and restraint is a pretty
good test of her manners and true
character. She often develops traits
that she herself was never before
aware of. How often to attract attention and court popularity at some
summer resort the quiet sedate
maiden suddenly becomes conspicuous and "sporty," or strangers may
have the effect of making her
and rude. She does not
mean to be so, but she often loses
her perspective for the true fitness
of things and a new environment
breeds all manner of unsuspected
qualities.
If she would only realize the wealth
of wisdom and the breadth of experience that a well-bregirl may glean
from traveling and meeting interesting people!
She should never be cold and forbidding to strangers, but she should
also avoid the fatal mistake of rushing into Intimacies which she will too
often regret.
A gracious manner and good temper are charms which attract Invariably and the natural sweetness of girlhood is greater than any pose which
she may try to assume.
When visiting friends or relatives a
guest should adapt herself as well as
possible to her new environment and
bring no Jarring note or undue disturbance Into the family circle. There
are so many little attentions that can
bring comfort and Joy Into a houseIf a hostess feels that her
hold!
guest needs constant entertaining and
amusement and special service, she
will not wish to repeat her invitation
so soon again.
Never be late for meals, be pleasant to the servants, observe the pervading habits of your host and hostess, be thoughtful and considerate,
so that when your visit Is ended there
will he true regret, and there will be
a genuine ring In your hostess' voice good-by.- "
He shook hands warmly with
when she says, "Be sure and come
soon again."
every one, Leona not first or last, but
simply among others. She felt the
glance of the others curiously upon
When Traveling.
Don't try to "do your hair" in the her, and was angry and hurt that no
one even chaffed her about his going.
dressing room of a sleeping car. You Did
they think she cared? Did they
will either exclude other women or be
think he had not asked her to go?
Jostled by them. Get the porter to Did
think her sensitive about
push up the upper berth (you can pre-cal-l him? they
blanor
tact
him
by using
upon
The plan bad been for ten days
dishments) and sit "Turk fashion" In
front of the mirror. Cleanse your longer in camp. Spear, delighted at
face, ears and throat with cold cream Kingston Corey's departure from the
and violet water, arrange your hair, field, devoted himself to Leona, who
don your garments and step out of was glad to show her Independence
nnr hArth fts from your hotel room. by encouraging his devotion. But the
A few minutes with toothbrush, nail days became Interminable to her, and
brush and soap In the dressing room, the nights sleepless. From anger and
and you are ready for the "first call surprise, she became dismayed, and
for breakfast" Good Housekeeping. then her heart sank hopelessly. Had
he said his last word to her? Would
he not write? She began taking the
Rice Fritters.
Beat two eggs until thoroughly daily long walks to meet the mail,
h
but there was no word to her from
broken, then add one pint of milk,
teaspoon salt, one tablespoonful him. He must have meant It. Fear
melted butter, two level teaspoonfuls seized upon her, and then grief. Her
of baking powder, one pint cooked rice, one effort was to hide it from the
by sheer surface gayety.
grated rind and juice of half a lemon, others
A week passed. She was counting
and flour enough to hold the mixture
Into a deep batter. Drop by dessert the days seven before he went
spoonfuls into smoking hot fat, and away for always! And without even
when the fritters float and are deli- seeing her again! Could she bear it?
to five, to four
cately browned remove to a brown, The time dwindled
to three. It was more
plain paper; dust. with pulverized sug- days, then
than she could endure. She planned
ar when ready to serve.
d

Here Is a smart traveling costume
of fine navy-blu- e
serge, the collar and
cuffs being finished with striped blue
and white silk. The same design is
also Intended for Tussore, with black
and white ribbed Bilk trimming, the
seams piped smartly with black silk;
particularly becoming to a stout figure.
The Quaint Poke Bonnet
For the woman whose face can stand
this piquant bit of headgear, the eighteenth century poke bonnet is a most
fascinating affair.
Some of the smart milliners are
showing spring and summer models
In this shape. Often they are carried
out In two kinds of straw frequently
black and white.
On these hats the trimming is, of
course, well toward the back. Sometimes a great bow stretches across
the straw, or clusters of dalnt7 posies
adorn the sides.
The crowns on these poke bonnets
and tilt well
are arranged fold-lik- e
toward the back of the head to accentuate the "poke" effect.
Luxurious Negligees.
Some of the new' negligees are hard
to tell from the transparent coats
which are displayed In other departments. Between a pink chiffon boudoir gown, embroidered in self color
and dropped over a pink silk lining,
and a pink chiffon embroidered coat
over pink satin, there was so little
radical difference that only one sophisticated in distinctions sartorial could
have asserted which was for which.
The average woman, however, will
content herself with one of the dissilk
tracting boudoir gowns of china cut
and lace, or of flowered organdy
In lovely long lines and Inset with
lace honeycomblngs.
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Kingston Corey, anxious
hit fate, met the mall for the camp.
The precious letter was there he
sorted it from the others in a moment and tore it oprn. His eyes
lighted and bis head lifted with pride.
He tore back through the green woods
toward the small group of tents on
the lakeside, where Mrs. Tiverton
was chaperoning her daughter Leona
and a dozen other young people who
were camping. His first thought had
been of his mother Elie would be
glad. Then he made Ms way straight
to Leona. His Jaw set a little as he
remembered that he had left her flirting, in her refined but desperate way,
with Harry Spear. Harry, too, was
being dangled. This would decide
matters.
He found her seated on a big pillow under a birch tree, her dark head
against the white trunk, her paucy
eyes bright, her mouth set stubbornly. Harry was Just leaving her, his
face dark. Kingston walked straight
up to the girl and held her out the
letter, which she took, reading It
lazily. Her "face hardened a little,
and she held out her hand formally.
"Congratulations!" she Bald, "since
you seem to be delighted over such a
crazy proposition going to live in a
South American wilderness! Won't it
be hard to break away?"
His heart sank, but he eagerly began to explain.
"Why, It's the chance of a lifetime
for an engineer. Under Foster, the
greatest man of his profession agoing.
and at a salary , to begin on that
makes me Independent, with every
opportunity to work up. Don't you see,
Leona?"
He reached and took her hand, but
she drew it back. Anger as well as
hurt arose in him. He sprang to his
feet.
"Leona, are you going to marry me
and go with me? Could you be ready
In two weeks? That's all the time
we will have."
"You must be crazy, King! I never
thought you were in earnest about going out there! Father could do better
for you financially he'd be glad to "
"You haven t answered me, Leona,
You've trailed me for two years; I've
been engaged to you all that time,
and you've been engaged to me when
you pleased, and were not too busy
flirting with some one else. I'm a
civil engineer, and even if there was
work for me in a manufacturer's office, I would not be dependent on
your father for anything. I love you
as I always have you know that. I
want you for my wife, but if you
marry me, my life will have to be
yours. You can have all I have and
all I am, but I shall be myself, not
somebody else. Will you go with me?
Do you love me enough? You won't
have the luxuries you have at home,
but you'll have a wide, free life, and
love always!" He spoke rather hotly.
but he had been patient a long time,
The girl rose and looked at him.
Her first Impulse was to yield, to tell
him she would follow him anywhere.
Then the old pride came up.
"In two weeks? With no wedding?
together,
scrambling my things
when you could as well stay In civ!
lization? No, thank you!" She in
tended it to begin as a discussion in
which she would finally be beaten,
but for once she was surprised.
"As you wish," he answered coldly.
"I have said all I could."
He walked quietly away and left
her. Leaning up against the tree, she
thought it out. After supper she
would let him seek her out she would
relent, and he would be less masterful, more yielding. But again her
plans failed. When she came back to
camp she saw the little crowd all
standing about him, laughing,- con
gratulating him. He was In business
clothes, his suitcases beside him.
"You're all good friends, the very
best," he said. "It will be hard to
break away. But I shall need every
minute I can give mother, and two
weeks is a short time to settle my
business affairs up in. And lest I
should not meet, all of you In town
again before I go, I am going to say
(Copnctit, nil. bj

Iv

caring nothing of what the
On the
afternoon mail came a letter from
her father, wishing she were at home.
It gave her an excuse.
"Dad wants me to come home,"
she said to Mrs. Tiverton, "and I
want to start right away. Could
Gray take my things to the station?"
Her face was so pale, her eyes so
eager, that the wise woman said noth
ing and was kindly helpful. She divined something of the spoiled motherless girl's predicament, had watched
her proud treatment of young Corey,
who was proud enough, too, whose patience had manifestly come at last to
an end. No one blamed Corey.
Once in her own room,
Leona's
rtruggle with herself began. Her return was duly chronicled in the papers. Woud he come to see her?
precious day, and no word. In
secret and feverlshy she packed and
disposed of "a her many beonglngs,
Her father
hardy knowing why.
thoi.ght she was ill and talked doctor
and travel. He dared not ask about
Coiey, but secretly thought if she had
gnally sent him away that he, John
Not
Scott, had missed a fine
that he wanted to lose his girl, either,
hut he wanted her happiness.
Then Leona waked up one morning
to know that on the evening of the
next Kingston Corey would start for
South America evidently alone surely without coming to see her, even to
bid her good-by- .
She did not consider
would be a hard thing for
that good-bhim to say when his heart had de
pended on taking her with him.
At noon even her pride deserted
her. She went to the telephone, called
for a special messenger, and sat down
to her desk. She had grown almost
thin in her anxiety, and there were
shadows about ber eyes, her curling
dark hair was carelessly knotted and
she wore a loose pale blue morning
dress. She began slowly to write to

NOTICE

quickly,

-

one-fourt-

ethers might say or think.

An-ott-

son-in-la-

King.

She tried again and again. What
could she say? The truth? Could she
write, "I am sorry I want to go with
you; I don't care about a wedding, or
nnybody in the world but you?" She
tried It, but threw the sheet on the
floor of the big living room, and tried
it again. "Dear King, I have never
loved any one but you won't you forgive me?" This Beemed utterly abject
to her. She discarded that also, not
noting that the fresh summer wind
picked it up and whirled it over the
bare polished floor to the door open
ing upon the veranda, and that the
first sheet caught on the edge of a
rug.
Again Bhe tried, and this time it
was shorter yet; she knew the mes
senger would come in a moment, and
she had been wasting time In think
ing. In trying to save her pride. Now
she let it go.
"Dear King." she wrote, "I can't
stand it to have you go without me,
I can be ready in two days or in two
hours, if you will take me or I will
go Just as I am. ,. I don't care for any
She heard the
thing but you---"
bell ring, and went on writing, not
looking up, as the maid let some one
in.

BY PUBLICATION

Territory of New lleilco. County of
San UlucL In the District Court
Louis C. Weld, Plaintiff.

V.

Beware of the Dangerous Housefly

No. 7283.

The Board of Trustees of the town
of Las Vegas, administrating the Las
Vegas Grant, Archie Angell, John E.
Earley, Margaret Malbouef, William
Malbouef,

the

Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.

Mil-

Armstrong-Turne- r

War to the death should be declared upon the little
pest His
presence la a disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there Is no dirt and filth there will
.
be no flies.

linery Company, the New Las Vegas
Town Company, the Unknown heirs of
Reyes Gonzales, and all unknown
claimants of Interests In the prem-nes adverse to the plaintiff, (said
premises bring the land and real estate described In the complaint here
in),
Defendants.

Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'lov flies in your house.
Don't permit them near your food,
especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be
exposed to the swarms

NOTICE

of files.

You, the above named defendants.
and each of you are hereby notified
that a suit to quiet title has been
commenced against you in the District

Don't let flies crawl over the baby's
nipple of its nursing bottle.

Court, in and for the County of San
Miguel, in the Territory of New Mex
ico, in the Fourth Judicial District
therreof, by the plaintiff, Louis C. II- feld, wherein said plaintiff prays that
his estate in and to the following de
scribed land and real estate, situate
lying and being in the County of San
Miguel, and Territory of New Mexico,
and better described as follows, towlt:
Lots thirteen (13), fourteen (14)
fifteen (15), sixteen (16), seventeen
(17), and eighteen (18), in Block num
ber Twelve (12), of the Las Vegas
Town Company's Addition to the
Town (now city) of Las Vegas, New
Mexico, as shown by the plat thereof,
on file and of record in the office of
the Probate Clerk and
Recorder of San Miguel County, New
o

Mexico.

May be established against the ad
verse claims of all of said defendants.
and each and every one of them, and
that they be barred and for ever
estopped from having any claim, interest, right or title to the said land
o;1 any part thereof adverseto the
plaintiff, and that plaintiff's title
thereto be forever quitted and set at
rest and for such other and further
relief as to the Court may seem meet
and proper in the premises.
That unless you enter or cause to
be entered your appearance in said
suit on or before the 14th day of August, 1911, decree pro Conffesso therein
will be rendered against you.
Plaintiffs attorney's are George H.
Hunker and John D. W- - Veedor,
whose post office addresoes are Las
Vegas, New Mexico.
Dated this ?0th day of June, A. D.
1911.
6,

22-2-

7,
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NOTICE

JOHN JOERNS, Clerk

BY PUBLICATION

In the District Court County of San
Nicolas M. Cordova vs.
Miguel.
Aurelia L. Cordova.
The said defendant, Aurelia .L. Cor
dova, is hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against you in
the District Court for the County of
San Miguel, Territory of New Mex
ico, by said Nicolas N. Cordova, plain- tiir, for a decree of absolute divorce.
Plaintiff
and
alleges desertion
abandonment
from
by defendant
plaintiff on the 13th day of May,
1911, as the grounds of his complaint;
that unless you enter or cause to
be entered your appearance ii said
suit on or oetore the 7th day of
t,
A. D. 1911, decree PRO CON-FESO therein will be rendered
against you.
JOHN JOERNS, Clerk.

"You will have to wait a moment,
messenger," she said, but, a queer
feeling came over her, and she lifted
her eyes.
Kineston Corey, his face rather
stern and set, was deliberately read
ing a sheet of paper. He stooped and
picked up another piece near the rug,
and read that. Then, his face aiigtit,
he came toward her, but tears filled
her eyes, and her vision of him wav
ered. though she rose and stood wait
in
atlil clutching the unfinished
note in one hand.
"Leona, did you mean what Is writ
ten here?"
"Yes," she said, and gave him the
paper in her hand, "and I mean this,
too. I was going to send it to you,
Oh, it's terrible not to have any shame
or nrlde or anything!'
"But love? It is terrible, dear. But WM. G.
HAYDON,
It's the best thing, too, isn't it?
Las
East
Vegas, New Mexioc. Atand
tousled
head,
her
nodded
She
torney for Plaintiff.
then sprang away from him. 6
"Don't you think you'd better tele
Dhone dad to come home this min
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION.
ute? There'll have to be some quick
work around here."
Territory of New Mexico; County of
San Miguel.
klnn' Inalaht Failed.
In the District Court
The old Emperor William used to Florence Carrathers Farnham,
plaintell a story against himself which well
tiff, vs. Frederick Farnham,
de.onrea to illustrate "that most gratui
fendant No. 7276.
tous form of error, probably." When
NOTICE.
the emperor was only king of Prussia,
Frederick
You,
an
Farnham, defendant
his
troops
he saw one day among
1b in the above entitled cause, are here"Who
lieutenant.
looking
untidy
that man?" he asked. "An officer," he by notified that a suit for divorce has
was told, "who has Just left the Dan- been commenced against you by the
ish service and Joined the Prussian." above named plaintiff, and that un"That man will never get on in the less you enter or cause to be entered
army," said the monarch; and be your appearance In the said cause on
used to add, in telling the story: "The or before the 7th day of August, A.
man was Moltke, and my Judgment of D., 1911, Judgment will be taken
him gives you the measure of my
against you be default.
Plaintiff
,
Prays for release by divorce on the
ground of abandonment, failure to
Weld Broken Filaments.
support, and the allegation that vou
imIt Is claimed that this apparently
exe- are serving a sentence in the peni
be
sometimes
can
feat
possible
been convicted of a
cuted by shaking the lamp with broken tentiary, having
filament while connected to an act- felony.
Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W. G.
ive circuit Sooner or later the ends
of the filament strike together, a Ward, whose pdstofflce and buRlne.ns
bright spark is formed as they meet address Is Las Vegas, New Mexico.
JOHN JOERNS, '
and with this and the momentary curClerk of the District Court.
rent enough heat is produced to weld
them together, and the lamp burns
,
inaway as if it had never been
jured.
The uniform success that has attended the use of Chamberlain's Colic
The Remedy.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
"My little boy can give a perfect made it a favorite fTmrW Tt- mn
imitation of a phonograph."
slwavs he depended upon. For sale
"Why don't you send bim out on the oy an arussflsrs.
vaudeville circuit?"
"Do you think he would make a
Sprains reauire careful i oflf motif
hit?"
keep quiet and apply Chamberlain's
is
than
better
"No; but anything
uniment rreely. It will remove the
having him wound the house." Hous- soreness and quickly restore the parts
to a healthy condition. PYm snio w
ton Post
all druggists.

mouth and swarm

upon the

Clean up your premises inside and out and then see that other do
the same. Strike at the root of the eviL The housefly breeds In horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials in such a
way that the house-fl- y
cannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
and Insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and
every one from whom
you buy food stuffs doe? the same. There Is more health in a well screened house than In many a doctors visit

$

!

Wait

9

m
'

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

w

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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HONEST presentation of daily happeninrs
EVERYTHING decent to print goes into
the paper.
UR progressive merchants

its columns.

advertise in

PEOPLE generally read the paper and why
you.

THE best asset

a town can have is a live

INTERESTING events are cnronicled
week.
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COURAGE is a feature of its editorial
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torily explained mart lea t(JgraV
conseg.uen.cea, Fortunately we on this
side of the Atlantic hare only minor
Interests In Morocco which would not
warrant m In Wyoming embrollfcdi In
the delicate diplomatic situation! tlat
has Just developed.
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The report that Captain Frank L.
at the Postoffloe at East Chance of the Chicago National league
Laa Vegas, New Mexico, tor transmis baseball team is out of the game tor
sion through the United States Malls
the rest of the season and very prob
as second class matter.
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GERMANY AND MOROCCO
Of late years Morocco has been a
veritable powder ' magazine In European diplomatic affairs, and the
smallest eparki may yet cause an explosion that will throw the continental powers into a turmoil of bloodshed.
When 'the treaty of Algeclra3 was
signed after long and, trying negotiations, it was thought that for a time,
at
least, danger of international
complications on that score had been
set at rest. But it now appears that
this treaty has been abrogated to
some extent by all of the powers
claiming territorial and commjerclal
rights In Morocco, and German aggression has assumed an arbitrary
form.
Dispatches indicate that the
German emperor ia so distrustful of
the protestations of France and England that he has sent a gunboat to
to establish and protect Ger. Agad'r
man claims to Southern Morocco in
anticipation of that harrassed country being unceremoniously partitioned over night.
Naturally this enow of warlike intent has caused & furore in England
and Fiance. In the former country
public apprehension, always at high
tension, is strained to the danger
point and the "German peril" has
taken on new terrors. For years
England has kept a sharp eye on the
German emperor. If the kaiser sent
a torpedo boat into the North sea
for a trial maneuver, England saw an
impending attack upon her coast defenses. If the reichstag made appropriations for a new battleship, then
England in a frenzy of fever to maintain the "two for one" standard immediately set down a couple of keels
and levied new taxation. Every move- ment of the German emperor has
been viewed (with suspicion. EngK
land's fear of Germany has been the
one overshadowing fact of interna-tlodiplomacy for years.
It is not surprising, then, to observe the disparaging and pessimistic
tone of the British press in its comments upon the recent German move.
The London Standard notes that
Bismarckian tactics still prevail in
"VVilhelmstraase.
No opportunity
U
lost in taking a political rival at a disadvantage. The desire, which has been
growing so fast among us lately to be
on better terms with Germany, will
Ruffer a serious setback." The Morning Post says: "Germany has torn
This was
up , the act of Algeciras.
done absolutely without consultation
cr' discussion with
other powers.
is now
Germany's,,, i, interpretation
plain. The question5 ia howFrance
and, England will regard it."
In these comments of the British
press two facta are manifest?. 2 The
ancient dread of those "Bismarckian
tactics" which created the German
empire is still a potent factor in
Downing street, and the growing en
tente between England and France is
made more evident. So long as England was without an important ally
it dared not' show its teeth to Ger
many. With a common interest es
tablished between England ana France
in
Morroco affairs, there is a
more emphatic note of confidence in
the comments of the British press.
Perhaps the present crisis may pass
with diplomatic exchanges and euch Is
the earnest wish of, those sincerely
concerned for international peace. Yet
it is no act of idle jingoism to point
out that this episode unless satisfac- n

Jie
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One Tear
Six Months

of any newspaper
New Mexico.

as to" (he
any more experiments
amount of battering the human skull
can receive must be carried on by
some other devotee of science, says
the Denver Republican.
For some twelve , or fifteen years
Mr. Chance has Loan- putttag his htfid
in the, way ojjjijched balls. . It is fs-timated that he has been' knOcled
times owmg
dewn some thirty-eigh- t
to collisions twixt the Chance bran-jrand floating, pellets of horsejiide.
Generally Mr. Chance has been knock
ed "cold" and has been carried from
the grounds, only to return and, at
the first opportunity, thrusl his nicked
e
in the way of
and splintered
another lnshoot.
It is a great thing to be an enthusiast in the cause of science, but Mr.
Chance seems to have reached' the
end of his rope. The other day at St.
iouis he collapsed in .the hoysun and
was carried from the field, before he
got a chance to put his head in? ,the
way of a pitched ball! tinust jhave
been a great disappointment to?, the
doughty captain, for thV'St''lx'uYs pit
cher was a speedy chap,--anhe gave
one
promise of planting an extra-fas- t
somewhere abaft the Chicago ... scientist's ear. But even the skull of a'
baseball player has its limitations,
and Captain Chance mustifain retire
with the garnered glories of thirty-eigh- t
e
solid whacks on the
and their accompanying constellations
of stars. Perhaps the knowledge that
he has seen more stars than all the
astronomers of all the world have
viewed through their telescopes will
comfort him in his retirement.
A scientific brochure from' Captain
Chance, or from some learned doctor
who has followed his exhibition of
physical hardihood, will be awaited
A pamphlet entitled
with interest.
"Balls I Have Bounced From My
Bean" should give keen delight to
those scientists who are always alive
to anything new concerning the re
sources and resisting powers of the
human body.
.
;
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DEVELOPING INFANT
PRODIGIES

With all deference to Prof. Boris
his wonderful son, it is impossible to be quite so certain as he
as to the effecttivenss of the method
of questions and answers In developThe average
ing infant prodigies.
normal child between the agesvof 5
and 10 can be depended on to ask
more questions than, the faculty of a
university- could answer:
Erery parent of a child at this interesting age is
daily
on why cats oatch mice, ' where the
world came from, what makes it rain,
what happens to the bubble when it
bursts, why all the candy in the world
i? bad for very young personsy what
makes the street cars ' run, whether
the boy who says his" prayers' 'when
he goes to bed really 4iif on better
than the neighbor boy "who' feoes pray- erless to bed, how Balaam's &ss couid
speak and If he could' why'" donkeys
nowadays don't talk, who invented
reading and writing, whether anybody lives on the stars, how far away
the North star is andvhoWrd
you
know, what makes plants' grow, why
are roses red and violets blue, what
is the use of education when loafing
is so much pleasanter and so on to
i
3
',. .
the end of the day..
onsoien-tfrm- s
But there are thousands.
parents who will testify that
though they have answered these
questions daily for years to "the limit
of their ability, their sons won't be
ready to enter Harvard at It, or their
daughters to leave for Wellesly at the
. ,
same tender age.
Somewhere there's a hitch Further
from Professor SJdls
JllumJnlatlon
ta anxiously awaited.
Sidia and

cross-examine- d

'
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TERRIBLE

PICTURE

FERING;

OF

SUF
I

Clinton, Ky. Mrs. M. C. McElroy, in
a letter from Clinton, writes: "For six
years, I was a sufferer from female
troubles. I could not eat, and could
not stand on my feet, without suffering
great pain. Three, of the best doctors
in the state said I was In a critical
condition, and going down b.01. I lost
hope. After using 'ardui a week, 1
began to improve. Now I feel better
than in six years." Fifty years of success, in actual practice, is positive
be relied
Troof that Cardui can always
i
i
on, fop relieving female weaknessjand
disease. Why not test it for yourself?
Sold by; all druggists.
.
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TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL

'
The
Iroomolders'
International
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
union has held
convention for
KINK
FAVORABLE CROP
"
Chicago, July 6. Cattle Receipts RAIN PUTS
three years.
500. Market steady. Beeves, $4.90
The average) age it which factory
4.606.10; west
6.90; Texas steers,
employes,
,egin work in Hunzary
stackers and
IN GRAIN PRICES
ern
$4.7505.90;'
GOVERNOR OF GEORGIA A CAN- and
steers,
REPORTS EFFECTIVE
.
J'
Spain is ten eyars.
cows tand hell
feeders,
$3.355.50
DIDATE AGAINST TERREL,
In the Nlu?i lauds tne"""pled(fnin-an- t
ers. $2.355.90: calves, $6.00 8.00.
hours of tabor la most industries
PRESENT INCUMBENT
18,000; market SENSATIONAL
ON
ADVANCES
Hogs Receipts
are ten to eleven per day.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET EX
slow to 5 cents lower. Light, $6.25
TRADE
OF
BOARD
In
Italian
and
factories
CHICAGO
workshops
PERIENCES A DECIDED REAtlanta. Ga.. July 6. The senatorial
6.70; mixed, $6.256.75; heavy, $6.20
s
of the emsituation is attracting much attention more than
ARE SHORT-LIVEBOUND OF STRENGTH
6.70; good to choice heavy, $6.35
with the near approach of the date ployes work ten to eleven hours a
or
sales,
C.75; pigs, $6.006.55; bulk
-- '
when the Georgia legislature wjll day.
Phi-lulv 6. With rain moist
$6.456.65.
"
6.
of
New
in
York,
union
July
Reports
The Factory Workers'
crop
choose a successor to Senator Terrell
15,000; market ening the parched corn fields of Illi
Receipts
Sheep
The Germany increased its membership prospects again governed the stock
in the United States senate.
steady. 10c lower. Native, $2.60
Nebraska, Iowa and northernPrices rose rapidly 4.70; western, $3.004.8O; yearlings, nois,
balloting will begin next Tuesday and from 141,024 to 167,097 In the year market today.
cereal
that
for
Kansas, the market
all signs point to a spirited contest. 1910.
in response to ad $4.405.50; lambs, native, $4.25
here dropped an extreme of three
All the stationary firemen at Los during the morning
Senator Terrell, wno was appointed to
7.25; western, $4.757.35.
west
from
the
conditions
vices
that
now
work
are
at
cents at. the opening today. The De
Anaeles,
Calif.,
111 the seat of the late Senator Clay
i
to
cember option which Closed at 66
hpurs had been improved by rains and that ,;
until the legislature could choose his under union conditions as
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
J
and
wages.
cents yesterday, det lined to 63 cents,
the hot wave had been broken in the
successor, is a candidate fcr election
Kansas City, July 6. Cattle Re
In the metal industries in Belgium
while September dropped from 66
to the full term of six years. The
crop regions. London bought stocks ceipts 14,000. Market steady. Native
nine
The
men
from
half
work
the
to 64 cents.
leading candidate, however, appears nearly
steers cents last night
in this market for the first time this steers $,4.756.75; southern
a
ten
and
the
of
to
hours
that
like
majority
day,
was
was
market
who
oats
equally
secretary
Hoke
Smith,
to be
heifweek and the reversal of position was $3.755.25; southern cows and
was a general rush to
under President of the rest ten to eleven.
!of the
There
corn.
Interior
The latest move on the part of the interpreted as an indication that the ers $2.504.25; native cows and heif sell and no demand of any conseCleveland and who has just been in
ers $2.256.50; stockers and feeders
Pacific railway manage tension
Canadian
augurated for the second time as
caused by the Moroccan situaquence. News of a probable big crop
colored
is
the
of
ment
displacement
$2.753.75; bulls $3.0004.60; calve in Canada added to the bearish feelGovernor
of
Georgia.
governor
was
relieved.
tion
The
market grew
of
$3.504.60; western steers $4.50 ing in the oats crowd. September
Smith, it Is understood, has long as- employes and the introduction
dull after the first upturn.
Shorts 6.35; western cows $2.504.EO.
Japanese.
States
in
United
seat
a
to
the
pired
.to 1 cents off at 45 to
opened
Hogs Receipts 18,000. Market 5 45 cents, and recovered only to 45
senate and his supporters are now 'The mass of French Canadians grew more alarme as the crop bulhave been workers on the 'farm and letins came In and their buying was cents lower. Bulk of sales $6.30
preparing to make a strong fight for
cents. Business in wheat was not
his election. On the other hand, the in the forests and almost entirely out instrumental in sending up prices 0.45; heavy $6.256.40; packers and
large but nearly all orders were to
element, which Includes of touch with industrial life in shops, of the chief grain carrying Issues ma- butchers $6.356.50; lights $6.30
sell. Support was poor from the very
or
factories.
mills
s
terially. Union Pacific was the prin- 6.50.
many prominent politicians in all
did not improve even unThe International Boot and Shoe
Market cutset and
8,000
of the state, will leave no
Sheep Receipts
cipal feature, its rise at midday
of bearish reports
stimulus
the
der
convenrecent
at
union
Workers'
its
stone unturned to prevent his elec
amounting to nearly 3 points. United steady. Muttons $3.704.50; lambs fiom North Dakota. September started
in
all
tion
its
officers,
candidates
tion. A number of other
States Steel rose V of a point, the $6.0D7.35; fed wethers and year90
to 90 cents, a net loss of
for the toga are receiving more or cluding President Tobin, and decided demand being stimulated by reports lings $3.756.O0; fed western 'ewes at
1
Monand sagged to 90
to
at
to
convention
next
hold
its
whom
less attention. One of those
of further improvement in the steel $2.254.t)0.
were carried down
1913.
Provisions
cents.
in
It is believed could make a formid- treal
and iron trade and an advance in the
Association
of
and hops.. First
International
The
of
the
ta
grain
weight
by
able showing should he decide
of basic iron. Bonds were firm.
LIVERPOOL COTTON.
t price
sales were 10 cents off to 5 cents up
make an active fight is Pleasant A Machinists recently reached an agree-reen- Last sales were as follows:
Cotton
Liverpool, July
with the Michigan Central
with September delivery at $15.75 to
Stovall, the Savannah editor.
;
9
business
.
..
6?
spot
done;
good
Amalgamated
prices
Copper
in
an
increase
for
$15.90 for pork; $8.40 to $8.47
the former populist leader, Railroad company for
American middling
117
points higher.
34
cents American Beet Sugar, bid
for ribs.
and $8.55 to $8.57
W. A. Covington, one of the authors wages, the rate now being
lard,
Atchison
fair 8.62; good middlings 8.80; mid.111
of the state prohibition law, and sev- an hour, flat rate.
Closing quotations were as follows:
Great
135
Northern
Ctfs
Ore
of
in
dling 8.08; low middling 7.88; good
For
time
the
the
first
history
Dec. 93.
eral others have announced their
Wheat, Sept.
.109
ordinary 7.62; ordinary 7.38. Sales
the American labor movement, a se New York Central.
.
candidacies
Corn, Sept. 64; Dec. 63
s'-12,000 bales.
rious effort is under way to establish Northern Pacific ex div...'. ....131
Dec. 47.
Oats, Sept
the minimum wage by law. A vigor Reading
...159
j Pork, Sept. $15.60.
ous campaign ylll be conducted by Southern Pacific
122
NEW YORK METAL
Lard, Sept. $8.358.37. Dec. $8.25.
Union Pacific
the unions throughout the country.
187
New York, July 6. Lead, dill 4.45
,
Ribs, Jan. $7.97.
About 8,000 mechanics on the South United States Steel...
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
78
4.50; stapard copper .dull; spot
f
"
ern railway have been granted a wage United States Steel, pfd
Sil.".118
12.0012.20; Sept. 12.2012.40.
'
increase that will likely be extended
ST. LOUIS WOOL
.
ver 52.
,
tlu
to the Seaboard Air Line, the Atlan
Market
NEW YORK COTTON
Louis,
July
St
James K. Hackett has been granted tic Coast Line, the N. & W. and the
meNew York, July 6. Cotton spot unwestern
and
LOUIS
8T.
steady. Territory
SPELTER.,
a discharge in bankruptcy.
C. & O., affecting, 9,000 men.
13
Midd
6. Lead, steady 4.40; diums
mediums
St.
fine
mldd
changed.
14.85;
uplands
Louis,
July
A new drama, entitled "The Soul of
The members of the Boston Bar gulf 15.10. Sales 3,200 bales.
fine
spelter 5.60.
Woman," has been produced in Brook- bers' union are willing to eliminate
lyn.
tipping, but under the condition that
George W. Wilson will star next thev receive an increase in wages. A
season In vaudeville In a playlet called meeting to that end will be held, ask
"Fifty Years After."
ing for such an increase, to go into
Eva Tanguay, it was annoOnced re- effect on August 1. ,.
About 99 per cent of the members
cently, is going to make a tour of the
o the International Paving Cutters'
world to last two years.
"The Wife De- union are employed on the piecework
A novel entitled
cides," an attack on divorce, will be system, and most of the gains they
strive for are in the nature of im
dramatized and produced this fall.
Of the receipts, estimated at about Droved working conditoins, which
to better wages.
$100,000, which the Friars' frolic real- lead
T. W. Rowe of the AmerPresident
ized, $70,000 are clear profits.
i i
has
Grace Ellison has been engaged as ican Flint Glass Workers' union
Crossman's sent out a circular letter to the Glass
a member of Henrietta
Bottle Blowers' association, a rixal
play "The Real Thing."
overtures foi a
';
At the end of the present season, it organization, making
' p
of the long fight between
settlement
is said, George Primrose, the well
the two organizations.
known minstrel, will retire from the
The International Garment Workstage.
ers of America will make an effort
One of the successful plays in Paris
throughout the country to the end
is "L"Wbbe Constantin," a dramatiza- that In the next Labor
day parades
tion of the well known story of that all who-tur- n
out,' whether in uniform
name.
S7
or otherwise, wear garments bearing
sfj
The recent revival of "Pinafore" the label of the Garment Workers'
has been so successful that its en- union.
gagement has been extended In New
',-.'"York. .
Statement of
A new play, entitled "Baxter's PartTHE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE
ner," is to be produced in New York
SOCIETY OF THE UNITED
next season. It is the work of a young
St. Louis lawyer.
STATES,
IJ
Owen Davis is writing a new book
of New York,
for "Little Nemo," which is to be revived by A. H. Woods, with the ori- for the year ended December 31, 1910.
Assets
$485,192,957.33
ginal music by Victor Herbert.
George M. Cohan has gone to Atlan- Liabilities, Surplus and
other funds, viz:
tic City, N. J., and will spend his
409,538,599.66
vacation in writing two new musical Liabilities
Surplus and Deferred
plays for the coming season.
" Sweeping Reductions in All Departments-Nothin- g
Dividend Funds
75,654,357.67
next
Blanche Ring is to appear
season In "The Wall Street Girl," by
Held In Reserve
Edgar Selwyn, Margaret Mayo, Otto
Hauerbach and J. Karl Hoschina.
Logan Paul has been engaged for
the. role of the judge in "The Night
l;,r l .4
Riders" and his daughter, Phyllis j.'iiiii.i';ilv.'
...KMiWifrl
of
the judge's
Paul, for the. part
and other ills, due to an inactive condi
j .
daughter.
tion of the Liver, Stomach and Bowels,
The first new play which John fcoift
frWproduee during the coming season
may be obtained mott pleasantly and
will be "Sadie." The production JwHI
most promptly by wing Syrup of Fig
;f"'i OT
take place In New York late in Ocand Elixir of Senna, It is not a new
tober.
and untried Fernet;, but is used byl
Fred Iblo, who Is to resume the
millions of
fannies through- - J
title role in "The Fortune Hunter,"
out the world to cleanse and sweeten 1
early in September, has just been
and strengthen the system whenever a
elected president of the Actors' Solaxative remedy is needed.
ciety of America.
When raying note the full Darnel
hrA ffc'f)
"Pomander Walk,' though written by
of the Company California Fig Syrup
an English dramatist, had
first
its
Co., printed on every package of the i
production In this country. It was so
. '
K genuine.
''--'
successful that the play is to be pre515-5- 17
RAILROAD AVE.
OPPOSITE CASTANEDA
Regular pnee 50 per hot one sue only.
sented in London.
For sale by all leading dromrtsta.
It Is reported that William H. Crane
intends a revival of David Demarest
Lloyd's comedy, "The Senator," next
season. Mr. Crane first appeared in
the part of Senator Hannibal Rivers
in this piece, in l8?Qw.Jiff l wNwi Aw 1. fi Mfmma-mANIS

THE SENATE

ANOTHER MAKTYK TO,
SCIENCE

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
DAILY BY CARRIER

LABOR NOTES
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;Tlis Prescrlotlonlst
vovo
Th
man who does the
weighing. th measuring
the man who know how
and whythe man on
whom everything depend.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for
moment
In prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phoue Main 3

TWO MEMBERS OF

Y.M.C.

A. ARE

EXPELLED

-

PLACED

COWITCH IN CLOTHES
OF BOYS OF INTERMEDIATE

DEPARTMENT
Two of the Senior members of the
T. M. C. A. have lost their membership as the result of a practical Joke
that they played on some of the boys
of the Intermediate department last
Saturday night. It took the story of
the affair a long time to leak out but
it is a good one and has its humorous
.Bide In spite of the tragic loss of the
two membership tickets.
Secretary' George
Fitzsimmons,
though he devotes considerable time
to work at his desk and apparently
does not pay much attention to the
going and coming of the members of
the association, has an eagle eye and
little transpires without his knowledge. Saturday night he saw the two
.seniors go down the steps toward the
locker room. A few moments later
they came up again. Both young men
wore expressions of such utter Innocence that Mr. Fitzsimmons became
suspicious.
At about the same time the seniors
left the building a number of the
intermediates, who had been taking
their regular Saturday night bath and
swim, climbed out of the pool. They
climbed Into-- their clothes and Immediately climbed out again. Then
they began to scratch. An unaccountable itching had attacked them In
every part of their bodies. An awful
wail arose and Mi. Fitzsimmons ran
downstairs to discover what had oc-

I

l

- M rt;

p. 41. Crail i eft Oils "afternoon
torPenver,3,wherejeb.wlll spenJ
oui time visiting; relatives.
Walter Hoke of the First National
bank U spending his vacation at the
Valley ranch on the upper Pecos.
J. P. Karickson left last night for
Denver, where he will spend a fev
days looking after business affalm.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward
and George H. Hunker are expected
to return tomorrow from a business
trip to Mora
t
James Copeland is expected to re
turn tomorrow from Los Angeles,
where he has been on a vacation
trip for several weeks.
L. L.' Miller of Omaha, Neb., who
had been here a short time looking
at land and visiting friends, left th's
afternoon for Albuquerque.
Mrs. C. L M. Bally and her dagh-ter- ,
Miss Marie Mann, left this morning for El Porvenir, where they will
spend a month among the pines.
d
General Superintendent I. L.
of the Santa Fe coast line,
passed through this city this afternoon on his way west. .His car was
attached to train No. 1.
Mrs. A. J. Gerard returned last
night from an extended visit to her
parents In Prescott, la. She was accompanied by Miss Pearl Brown of
that place, who will be her guest this
summer.
Miss Irene Archibald, who had been
studying vocal music under a uo ed
teacher in Los Angeles during tin
past ten months, returned home this
afternoon for a visit with her parents
Her father, Byron Archibald,
acocmpanled her home.
Charles A; Spless returned last
evening from Washington, where he
Las been working in the Interest of
statehood. Mr. Spless has not given
up hope that the special session o:
congress will give New Mexico stater
hood before adjournment.
Mrs. Charles. Scott has returned
from Levy where she had been
weeks on her
spending "several
ranch.'. Mrs Scott safrs the crops in
'
neighborhood are in fine condition. The bean plants are in blossom and the oats have beun to head
oi't. Indications are that the farmers will harvest large crops.
who has been bookD. L.'Colc,'
keeper at the Castaneda hotel for
several. months, has been assigned
to the management of the Harvey
hous- e- at San"Marcial. G. W. More-heaof Denver will act as cashier
here. Mr. Cole has many friends in
Las Vegasc-- will regret to learn
of hiiiRtendaLileparture.

-

FRECKLES
New

Removes
Quickly
These Homely- pot

Drug

That
--

Therefs no longer the slightest need
of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
as a new drug, othiner-doubl- e
strength
has been discovered that is a positive
cure for these homely spots.
Simply get one ounce of othlne
double strength, from your druggist
and apply a little of It at night, and
in the morning you will see that even
the worst have begun to disappear,
while the light freckles have vanished entirely. It Is seldom that more
than an ounce is needed to complete
ly clear the skin and gain a beautiful
clear complexion.
the - double
I Be sure . to ask for
sold under
is
this
"bihine'as
strength
guarantee or money back if It fails
to remove the freckles.

--

Hib-bar-

d

NELVAIMION
0F.PR0PERTY IS

$4,020,211

curred.
and
He examined the garments
found they ba'd been given a liberal
treatment of cowitch. In the meantime the boys were scrubbing and
scratching and endeavoring to end
their torment by jumping Into the
swimming pool. But this did no good
as it wa3 impossible to get the "Itchy
dope" out of their elothes. The mother
of one of the boys spent half of the
might rubbing soothing oils on the
youngster's back.
"Fitzsimmons put his detective training into practice. He at once thought
of the two seniors,- one of whom
works in a drug store, the only place
were cowitch can he obtained. He
accused the two of the offense and
they finally admitted their guilt. They
were told that so long as Mr. Fitz
remains as secretary they
Simmons
cannot be members of the association.
"Mr. Fitzsimmons win not stand for inHe says he does not
subordination.
desire to be drastic but good order
must be maintained about the building.

PERSONALS

COMMISSIONERS

I

SHOW

1911

INCREASE OF $16,000
OVER 1910

San Miguel county is increasing in
wealth, as is shown by the gain in the
net assessed valuation during the
past twelve months. According to
County Assessor John H. York the
total nettvaluatlon for 1911 Is $4,020,- 211. This is $16,000 in excess of the
total valuation for 1910. Mr. York
says the gross valuation of the county for this year will be much more
in excess of the gross valuation for
1910 than the gain shown in the net
This Is due to an Invaluation.
creased number of exemptions and
other causes.
Mr. York has not completed his
work. At present he is compiling the
valuations by precincts When he has
finished this task he will be able to
Information
eive some interesting
concerning the. rates of increase in
the county precincts. The increase
has been general throughout the
county although the cities. Las Vegas
tnd East Las Vegas, will show the
&
largest 'increase id evaluation i
!
"r- $Rt.OYO.
HORSE i DROWNIDIN
While eresshtgan arroyo near the
slock yards yesterday afternoon a
horse belonging to Cipriano Lujan
was drowned.- - Mri Lujan, with a companion, was returning overland from
Wagon Mound, where he had been
on business.! On arriving at the arroyo the 'men discovered the bridge
liad bee'rt partially washed from its
foundations. It was decided to unhitch the horse and ford the arroyo
with the animal. Mr. Lujan's com
panlon mounted the horse and rode
into the water. The animal lost its
footing and was unable to get upon
Its feet. It was carried down the
stream and drowned. The man man- kgeff.ttt et '.out without' further in- -

"

Thmt Will
We

TAX LEVY
WILL

t,mmmmmmmmmmm

Start Everybody Talking

HOWARD WATCHES
OORHAM SILVER

have secured Miss Coleman's Entire Stock of Trimmed
Ilats.
We quote Prices
Come and help yourself.
;
(hat will close them out quick.
!

i

PROPERTY OWNERS

i

i

S

THE MILLINERY SENSATION

REDUCE ANNUAL

1

-

HAWKES' GLASS
'
PICKARD CHINA
BOWDEN RINGS

THIS YEAR

PAY ONE MILL LESS

TRIMMED HATS

THAN THEY DID IN 1910

Worth $3.00. for

Property owners of San Miguel
county will pay one mill less taxes
this year than last, according to the
tax levy for 1911, which was fixed by
the board of county commissioners
yesterday afternoon Just before the
adjournment of the regular meeting
for July. For all purposes, Including
county, territorial and special funds,
citizens of East Las Vegas will pay
tills year $6.38 taxes on each $100 valuation. LasJ year the tax amounted
to $6.45 for each $100 worth of property. Property owners on the West
side will pay this year $6.33 for each
valuation. Last year they paid $6.40.
Residents of other portions of the
county, who are not obliged to pay
$100 valuation. Last year they paid
$i;.40. Residents of other portions of the
taxes for the maintenance of city government will pay this year $3.30 for
each $100 valuation in place of $3.98,
which they were required to pay last
year.
In spite of the reduction the county
new
will be able to pay for three
concontracts
for
the
the
bridges,
struction of which have been let, from
the Income derived from this year's
levy. In fact, the bridge fund was
cur down one-ha-lf
of one mill, this
amount being added to the fund for
repairs to the court house and Jail.
The big bridge across the Gallinas
river Joining East and West Las Vegas has been paid for, the final payment of $8,640 having been made yesterday by Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of
the board of county commissioners,
upon order of that body.
This year it was necessary to add
to the levy for East and West Las
mills for the payVegas three-tenth- s
ment of outstanding city certificates.
In spite of this fact, however, the citizens of the twin communities will pay
less taxes. The certificates were issued several years ago to cover an
indebtedness caused by an epidemic of
smallpox in the early eighties. Many
citizens advanced money for the sup
pression of the disease. They were
not repaid for several years, when
certificates were issued to cover the
indebtedness. These will be paid off
es the result of the levy for this year.
As is well known to everybody, the
increased taxes in the cities are due
to the maintenance of the schools, city
governments and other specials.
The total levy for county purposes
ia twenty-eigh- t
mills. For territorial
purposes the levy is ten mills. The
levy for county purposes is divided as
follows:
General county, five mills;
court, tnree and one-halmills; general school, three mills; Interest, seven mills; roads, two and one-hamills; bridges, five and one-hamills; court house and Jail repairs,
one mill; wild animal bounty, one
half mill,
For special purposes the levy is as
follows:
City certificates (Precincts
3, 5, 6 and 29 East and West Las Vemills; cattle Indemgas) three-tenth- s
mills; sheep
nity, three and one-hal- f
sanitary, eight mills; eradication inmills?
demnity, three and one-hal-f
school district No. 1, special fifteen
"
mills; school district No. 4, special,
fifteen mills; town of Las Vegas, ten
mills; city of Las Vegas, general and
special, thirteen and one-hamills;
school district No. 2, special, twelve
mills.
f
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$2.98

Flowered Trimmed Hats
sacrificed

at

$4.98

AU New, Fresh, Light, Airy

Ladies' and Misses' Trimmed
Hats, Tailored Hats and Tailored
Turbans.

Best known on the Jewelry Stage

and

AT

Handsomely Designed
Hats, every one worth from
$7.00 to $12.00.
er

TAUPERTS

The 5, 10 and 25 Cents Store
Opposite the Wells - Farjio Express Co.

One of the newest prettiest, most modern
homes on
hs hill. Three full lots, cement sidewalks in front and in
the yard.
five-roo-

MISS ROSS NEW NATIONAL GUARD
NORMALFACULTY

MEMBER
BOARD OF REGENTS SELECTS HER
FOR INSTRUCTOR

OF ORA-

TORY AND DRAMATIC ART

Announcement has been made that

Price $2,500

ENCAMPMENT

Part Cash, Balance
"

MYJ8-3- 0
NEARLY

1,000

CITIZEN

Let us show you.

,

REAL ESTATE

TO SPEND TWO WEEKS ON

FIRE INSURANCE

LOANS

RIFLE RANGE
July will not be a dull month here

2,000
1,000
200
60

a department range northwest of the city. There
the regents ordered it created and, will.be much marching, drilling and
ing the need for suoh

;

on Time

The Investment and Agency Corporation

80LDIERS

Miss May Ross has been elected by this year. In less than two weeks
the board of regents of the Normal nearly 1,000 soldiers, members of the
University to the position of instruc- First Regiment, New Mexico National
tor In oratory and dramatic art. Feel- Guard, will be camped on the rifle

knowing Miss Ross' ability and experience, they selected her to take
charge of It. Miss Ross will begin
her duties In September at the opening of the fall term. .
Miss Ross is a graduate of the Emerson School of Oratory of Boston,
Mass. She has also finished a postgraduate course in the same Institution. For the past several years she
has been In charge of the department
of English in the University of New
Mexico at Albuquerque.
Under her
direction the students of the school
formed a dramatic association and
have staged several plays in a man
ner so creditable as to attract attention not only'; In Albuquerque but
throughout the southwest. Miss Ross
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert It. M. Ross of this city. She is a
Las Vegas girl of whom Las Vegas
is proud. Further announcement concerning Miss Ross' department will
he made later.

m

maneuvering, including sham battles,
which will prove of interest to the
townspeople. There also will be much
o:' festivity.
Dinners will be given
for the officers and receptions will
occur.
i
The encampment will begin July 18
and will continue until July 30. On
Wednesday July 26, which will be
known as Governor's Day, Governor
William J. Mills will make an official
visit to the camp. He will be accompanied by his staff, Adjutant; General A. S Brookes having issued or
ders to all the members to be present
on that occasion. At 2 o'clock in the
aCternoon the governor will ride into
the camp, accompanied by his staff.
He will immediately conduct an inspection' after which the troops will
be drawn up in review before him.
The camp has been named in honor
of the governor, Camp Mills.
Though plans have not taken on
definite shape it is likely a big dance
and reception in honor of Governor
Mills will be given on the evening of
Governor's Day. The public has not
forgotten the ball given by The Optic
two years ago In honor of Governor
Curry and the officers and men of
the First regiment and undoubtedly
will be glad to know that a similar
event. Is being planned for the night
preceding Governor's Day. This will
be one of the most brilliant social
events of the summer.

NOT AN EXPERIMENT
Paint Lick, Ky. Mrs. Mary Freeman, of this place, says: "Before I
commenced to take Cardul, I suffered
so much from womanly trouble! 1
was so weak, that I was down fa my
back nearly all the time. Cardul has
done me more good than any medicine
I ever took, in my life. I can't possibly, praise it too highly." You need
not be afraid to take Cardul. It la
no new experiment. For fifty years,
It has been found to relieve headache,
backache, and similar womanly trou
herb
bles. Composed of gentle-actinCONTRACTOR and BUILDER
ingredients. Cardul builds up the
Furnished on All Kind of
strength, preventing much unneces- Estimates
Job Work a Specialty.
Building
sary pain. Try it for your troubles,
336.
Main
Phone
Opposite Optic
today.

Frank Revell,

g

Let

;

RETAIL PRICES

lbs. or More, Each Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
lbs. to 200 lbs
Each Delivery
Than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

20e per
2Se per
80o per
40o per
60o per

100
100
100
100
100

lbs.
I

be.

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

LAS VEGAS
VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthfulness wit"
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly SOO days
sunshine in the year.
;r
Ifilili'E
ft!;
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mou; i

9THIS

&

i

'

'!

.

streams or from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 Inches, average,
ring principally in July and August.
' 1;
The soil is highly fertile and eai of working, being e
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhe
tt
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Fanning," practiced scientifically. Is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand arcea surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality ta quarried
.
nearby,
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent grating for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.

to
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NOTICE

Territory of New Mexico,
County of San MlgueL
In the District Court.
Barela
Catailna
de Chavez,
returned
Seventy school districts
Plaintiff.
levies ranging from five to three
No. 7294
,
vs.
mills. District No. 94 recently held
C'andido
Chavez,
an election and decided Upon a school
Defendant.
Is
levy of ten mills. This district
The said defendant, Candido Chaa
of
erection
school
the
planning
vez is hereby notified that a comhouse and other improvements. More
In
school districts returned a school fund plaint has peen'-'.- f Ued against hlnj
ipf
"xnutY'fo(f
county
the
be
district
levy this year tb.aUj.ever befoi e in thk
San
history of thecottlity, which show!
BeuiK.t
for
he
ip
thatintereaL.induGation
boys territory, aroresam, tnaij
Court in "which said case Ib pending,
and girls Is increasing.
(
j
4
fc'said plaintiff, CatartnaBarola
Many of the counties of the terril
Chavez, the general object' of said actory have reported Increased levies. tion
being ft divorce upon the grounds
In Bernalillo county the levy for last
of abandonment and failure to sup
year was readopted so that the people
relief as
of that county will gain no reduction port, for costs and general
will more fully appear by reference
in taxes. San Miguel county is spendto the complaint filed in said cause,
ing much money in Improvements and
and that unless you enter your apis still able to make reductions in the
cause on or before
pearance
tax levy. This is due to the econom4th day of '.September, 1911, Judgthe
ical administration
of the present
against you In
board of county commissioners and ment will
sftld cause by default.
the efficiency of the county officers In
I Plaintiff's ... attorney
address is
general.
Louis C Ilfol(kr,E(i 'Las Vegas N. M.
In WItncW; whereof, I have hereunShe "Let us have a white wedding to set my hand and seal of said court
at Las Vegas, New Mexico, this 3rd
we are married, dear." He
juryman ssooi wbiuusi.ihu"';' when
"All
never
I
care
did
for
like
much
day of July,, A. D. 1911.
right.
is usually dry and does not look
warm
colored
The
in
cross.
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
(Seal)
to
weddings,
especiallly
a dangerous place
Clerk.
leather " --rhorse was a valuable animal.
lf
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San Miguel National Bank
Capital PmldM
$100,000.00

3. M.

LdsWlQdS

MlgWleffe.

-

.
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CUNNINQHAM,

President,

FRANK SPRINOER, Vk Prwldeat,
' '
D. T. HOSKINS, Cuhler,;

turplum
9BB.OOO.OO
.U.Vi'P .ji
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
SLIPPING THOUGH

YOUR FINGERS
'

1

is a way of money, when you hold it in your hand or.
carry it in your purse, or keep it about the house.
It gets to your fingers; then good-bye.

THE MOST INTERESTING
BOOK IN THE WORLD
in a solid, conservative savings bank
is a bank-boo- k
like ours. Call and see what money does when it
works 24 hours a day for you.

LAS VEGAS SAVII10S DAKK

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, JULY 5,
'GROWTH OF FARMERS' UNION
President Barrett Iwutt Statement
Setting Forth Rapid 8tridea
Made by Organization.

Mali

4

-

1

m.mT

75he

KIDNEY DISEASES ARE CURABLE
under certain conditions. The right
medicine must be taken before the
disease has progressed too far. Mr.
Perry A. Pitman, Dale, Tex., says
"I was down in bed for four months
with kidney and bladder trouble and
gall atones. One bottle of Foley's
Kidney Remedy cured me well and
sound." Ask for it O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

Eitrsy Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may oonoarn that th following described e stray animal was taken up by
A. A, Sena, E. Las Vegas, N. U.
One blue roan horse.
Branded
p i
On right hip
Li j

Optic

To-wi- t:

President Charles 8. Barrett of the

Farmer' Union, Issued the following

19"
TOE LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Branded
statement from Union City, Ga, the
On left shoulder
other day:
-.2.
Today the Farmers' union la nationAT what you owl and you '
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A brothers always welcome to the
Branded
al in the largest sense. It has state
know what you ar worth.
by local applications, as they cannot
On
Pacific
the
coast,
on
left
be
would
A. M. Regular comall
would
mend
I
one,
hip ,
it everyone
organisations
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
state organizations on the AUantlo amended.
Said animal being: unknown to L..i- - There is
and
munication
David Flint chief of records and
first
deafonly one way to cure
coast, state organizations on the gulf
Joard, unless claimed bv ownr on or ness, and that is by constitutional
'
in
each
third
Thursday
collector of wampum.
A Standard Bread.
In
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10 remedies. Deafness is caused
coast and on the great lakes.
by an
month. Vlaltlng brothAs all over our country, in county
seven years It has grown from a
aaja after last appearance of this ad inflamed condition of the mucous liners cordially invited. B. P. O. ELK8 Meets second and
handful of energetic and hopeful men, and state fairs, and in contests of
vertisement, said estray will be sold ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
mis Uinta for the benefit of the this tube is inflamed you have a rum William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chaa. H.
captained by Newt Gresham at Point, all kinds the women and girls are
fourth Tuesday evening of each
onuer when found.
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and S porleder. Secretary.
Tel., to an American army varying bringing the work of their hands In
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
when it is entirely closed, deafness is
from 2,000,000 to 2,500,000 members, sewing and cookery to be judged,
M
Albuaueraue.
N.
the
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
In
result, and unless the inflammaevery spe- we need to have a larger vision and
covering men engaged
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11 tion can be taken out and this tube LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
The 'vast
cies of agriculture In the United a better Idea of standards.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D W.
?KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
restored to its normal condition.
States.
majority of women cook as their
Tuee-day
conclave second
Condon, Secretary
hearing will be destroyed forever:
I think I can detach myself suff- mothers did before them and often
nine cases out of ten are caused by
In each month at
Estray Advertisement
iciently from my love for and Interest that knowledge is very limited as
Notice is hereby given to whom it catarrh, which Is nothing but an InF. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
In this work to realize that this ex- the exhibits at the fairs will attest
flamed condition of the mucous sur
concern
most
may
that
and
dethe
The
S.
Chas.
Take
for
achievement,
bread
Tamme,
following
C;
example.
pansion represents
day evenings each month, at Fras
faces,
Optic's Number, Main 2.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
common article of food made in our
phenomenal achievement at that.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
ternal Brotherhood halt Visiting
I cheerfully venture the assertion homes; hardly two women will agree
Victor Peres, Enclno, N. M.
for any case of deafness (caused by
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
that no agricultural organization In as to a good loaf, so our contests are RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
One black horse, about 7 atarrn) that cannot be cured bv
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LAS
B. F. McGuire, President; E. O.
the civilized world has ever recorded doing great work In getting the womor 8 years old, weight about 800 lbs., Hall's Catarrh Cure.
TISEMENTS
Send for cir
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
the
in
The best en to see a loaf of bread which
so marvelous a growth.
free.
culars,
Ward, Secretary.
Five cents per line each Insertion. about 14 hands high.
convocation first Monday
feature is it stability.
Judgment of the judge approaches the
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Q
Branded
MaWe have organized the American Ideal It is most important that the Estimate six ordinary words to a
at
each
month
in
by Dugglsts, 75e.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
On left shoulder
Itil Sold
farmer "for keeps."
Take Hall's Family Pills for constV
Judge should be a qualified one, as Ins, No ad to occupy less space than
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
NO.' 804 Meets second and fourth
Yet in the face of this notable otherwise she may have a wrong two lines. All advertisements charg under bit In the right ear.
patlon.
m. J. A. Rutledge, H
Thursday In O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
achievement, and the shadow of great- standard.
'booked
will
Said animal being unknown to this
at space actually
d
be
P.; Chas. II. Sporleder,
er things to come, we find here and
One Judges bread in much the same lot, without regard to number of Board, unless claimed
Bill
building.
And
Visiting members are corTom
Jack
and
you
say
by owner on or
secretary.
there carping critics questioning as to way that grains and corn or stocks words. Cash in advance
W. R. Tipton. O.K.;
invited.
dially
threw
dice
to
see which should marry
preferred before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
why we have not made vaster strides. are Judged.
E.
P.
S.
F.
Mackel,
the
girl?
days after last appearance of this ad
The perfection of national or Inter,
The shapely brown loaf, weighing
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Jill
and
won.
Yes,
Jack
most
vertisement
the
Is
will
national organization
sajd estray
be sold
a pound, has a
and third Fri- I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
S. Meets first
Bill And was he happy?
arduous and gradual task in the range
by this Board for the benefit of the
top and a rich brown crust
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Jill No. After the marriage he ac
of humanity's endeavors. I might cite showing that it has been well baked.
day! In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Wanted Good cook.
Inquire 620 owner when found.
their
hall on Sixth street All Maltcused
two overshadowing organizations from
Tom
of working loaded dice.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
The flavor should be good, the odor
Agnes M. Trip, Worthy Matron:
...
brethren cordially Invited to atthe industrial world as illustrations: sweet and nutty, with never an odor Washington.
ing
Yonkers
Statesman.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Albuquerque, N. M.
The Standard Oil company and the of veast and texture even.
tend. . Carl Carl Wertz, N.. G.; A.
The
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
United States Steel corporation. In pores In bread should never be larger WANTED
T. Rogers. V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
403
room girl.
HONEST
MEDICINES
Dining
VERSUS
their way and in their peculiar than a grain of wheat
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
avenue.
Railroad
FAKES
Estray Advertisement
spheres they are models of organizaVenr little yeast should be used.
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
President Taft's recent message
Notice is hereby given to whom it
tion at least the average citizen who The kind Is immaterial as "starter;
NOI
DORADO
LODGE
EL
1,
an
feels the effect of their force, will not home-mad- e
amendment
to
Pure
the
yeast dry or compressed, WANTED Men and boys In Los An may concern that the following de suggesting
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODFood and. Drugs law in its relation to
deny the fact
(
all make excellent bread when well
geles. Small pay but can learn scribed estray animal was taken up by
de.
Now the Farmers' union has no
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Is
the
mixed. This and the kneading
prepared medicines, does not refer to
every Monday evetrade of automobiles, electricity, J. O. Leatherwood, Stanley, N. M.
sire or intention to rival these over- secret of
Meets
bread.
the second and fourth Frisuch
standard
'
medicines
as
One yellow horse 12 or 14
Foley's
ning in Castle hall.
plumbing, bricklaying on actual con
reaching monopolies, but their matchBread should be kneaded until It
of
each month in the W. O.
and
days
Tar
and
Honey
Compound
can
Foley
both
teach
ears
old,
less triumph of organization
tract jobs. 300 students last year, years
split, weighs
Vlafting Knights are
feela sDrlnev and elastic under the
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
which
Christopher
both
are
of
true
750 lbs.
Pills,
Kidney
us something beneficial. We can
United!
Catalogue free.
Invited.
Trajde
cordially
hands; usually It takes about twenty
Clay, Venerable
Consul;
medicines carefully compounded of
George
profit from the constructive lesson minutes.
Branded
Liebech-nleChas.
School
An
E.
Contracting Co., Los
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
they have to offer and reject the pracwhose
medicinal
ingredients
On
left
qualities
There Is a right way to knead bread,
hip
geles.
Chancellor assistant deputy. Visiting Neightises that have placed some of their
are recognized by the medical proAlso one roan horse 6 years
and If it is not well kneaded the re
Commander. Harry
promoters upon an evil eminence in suits will show
bors are cordially Invited.
fession itself as the best known remeit use
weight about 550 lbs.
Martin, Keeper of
this country.
of
the
knead
bread
To
palms
dial agents for the disease they are
Branded
Records and Seal.
Now, then It took decades and dewithout a great deal of
intended to counteract.
For over
On
DENTISTS.
cades to perfect these two great or- the hands
right
hip
FOR SALE Horse and buggy, 92S
the
turn
each
After
force.
pressure
three decades Foley's Honey and Tar BALDY LODGE NO.
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unknown
a
to
being
FRATERNAL
hand
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with
quarter
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inw
Eighth
F. R. LORD
straggling and straggling groups. At doughround. In this way the yeast
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Compound has been a standard rem UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
various stages in their history they way and
"
for coughs, colds and affections
off are evenly FOR SALE Full blooded fox
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before
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said
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date
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plant
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being
DENTIST
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the throat, chest and lungs for childistributed.
W. R. drys after last appearance of this ad of
puppies; natural
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double
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until
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at
loaf
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A
should
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Fraternal
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hall.
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E.
F.
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by this Board for the benefit of the
wavering courage.
min
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Phone Main 67
GIvens, Secretary. Visiting mem- Office
al lother preparations of its kind. Fol
Another thing these two concerns bake from
Sale Cheap Good Jersey cow. owner when found.
For
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Residence
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Phone
bers
invited.
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cordially
ey Kidney Pills are equally effective
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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afall
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their disposal
advantages
Albuquerque, N. M. and meritorious. O. G. Schaefer and
forded by unlimited capital
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
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NO.
First
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pub.
last pub. July 11, '11 Red Cross Drug Co.
FOR
SALE White Wyandotte hens,
best order of trained brains
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DENTIST
$8 and $10 per doz., according to
country.
C5- their hall in the Schmidt building, Suite 4, Crockett
Tet they have grown piecemeal, so
Estray Advertisement
Building. Has phones
quality. Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Humwest of Fountain Square, at eight
to speak, by a process of evolution,
notice is neroby given to whom it
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SALE Legal blanks of all deup by
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tary;
One
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ress even more phenomenal than
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without
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mous at seventy.
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Egg Relish. In a skillet try out two 2 large barns; especially suited for vertisement, said estray will be sold
and of the spirit that is willing to slices
MRS. OLL1B SHEARER
by this Board for the benefit of the
of salt pork cut In cubes;
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dairy
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raising.
wait for results, perfectly confident this brown a
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owner
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cupful
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very cheap. See
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of ultimate success, they abound in
cubes. Add an equal amount of cold
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RED
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Meet
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Lincoln
in
Fraternal
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object
cut in dice and when brown
I want every member of the Farm- potatoes
Albuquerque, N. M.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth Massage Parlor Phone.
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add two ees sllKhtly beaten. Heat
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11
ers' union, however obscure, to re- slowly,
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
Thursday of each month, eighth
stirring until the egg Is cooked
member we are building for tomorrow This makes
thirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
run,
nice breakfast or sup
a
as well as for today; for our child
Estray Advertisement
dish.
ren's children as well as for our- perPonhoas. This dish Is much like FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
Notice is hereby given to whom it
in modern home.
Phone Purple
selves; that we are laying a solid the
scrapple. Use
may concern that the following defoundation for the solving of prob5302.
of pot roast uncooked, about
piece
scribed estray animal was taken up by
lems that will test American mettle two
pounds. Grind It fine through the
M. T. Nix, Rosebud. New Mexico.
'
decades after we are dust
meat chopper, add two quarts of water FOR RENT Large front room, newly
I look forward to the day when
One roan pony horse about
and two cups of corn meal stirred in.
decorated, ground floor, electric 12 or 15 years old.
every American farmer belongs to an and season with salt and pepper. Cook
Phone Main 357.
light. 620 Seventh st
agricultural organization as one .of the Blowly two hours. Pour out into
Branded
IS CLEAN, PURE AND HAS LASTING QUALITIES
In
the history of this long tin to cool and use cut in slices
brightest days
On left hip
country. It may not come in my time, and fried brown, for breakfast
FOR RENT Two large furnished
Said animal being unknown to this
nor in the time of my children, but I
Made from distilled water
rooms for light housekeeping, with
To half a cup of water
Dainty.
Egg
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
know it Is destined, and that at the add
rinds of an or
cor. National and
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TIME
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Inquire
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
rate the Farmers' union is growing ange and lemon. Allow them to reRailroad avenue.
we will not have to wait an indefinite
dsys after last appearance of this admain for half an hour. Squeeze the
number of years for the consumma- Juice of an
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vertisement, said estray will be sold
orange and lemon into a FOR RENT Nice
room, private home by this Board for the benefit
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er is. the most important element in over the fire until
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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the national life. Let us next concede boiling. Remove from fire and cool,
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been
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Albuquerque,
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egg. Pour Into Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills
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lected, In the way of legislation and a mold and turn out when set.
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of the republic. Let us next concede most attractive of
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formed
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that the day
when nicely made, of a most charming for the quick and permanent relief
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Kill Insects in Fall.
CATTLF. SANITARY BOARD,
It's a pity we can't correct our mis
A Suggestive Title.
Albuquerque, N. M,
He I wonder what the meaning of takes In advance.
The larvae of some of the trouble-com- e
last pub. July 11, '11
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First
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pub.
youth
picture
garden Insects work their way
into the soil for a safe home for pass-in- g en are in a tender attitude.
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AND TAR COMthe winter. Therefore, after all
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just
the trash
plants
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Is effective for coughs and colds in
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the garden soil while it Is ' yet dry, does the artist call the picture?
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boxes,
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He (looking about) Oh, I see. If
opiates, no harmful drugs. In the
to expose these dormant Insects to
VrugxUU
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DIAMOND HRANI PI1J.S. for 4
yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
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Best, Safest, Always
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Extra quality mercerized
hose, garter top. double
toes, 21c at the new st.

Fancy Table Peaches

man

&

buy

srt

e

At. Hoff-nA
--

fo

Graubarth.

David Urioste, who resides near- Kibera, was at the court house yesterday afternoon, and made application
fcr $4 as bounty on a coyote and a
wild cat killed
near hi home. "

bi1KlH

3 Pounds (or 25 cents

--

- i.

ball game played
In a double-heade- r
on the Fourth, Ft Logan defeated Ra
ton 6 to 4 in the morning game, while
the Gate City team turned the tables
in the afternoon, winning 6 to 0. Rec
ord crowds witnessed the games, one
of which was played at the Yankee
coal camp and the oter at Raton.

AT
THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

--

f

The new home for the Charles
company's Albuquerque branch,
the construction of' which was begun
some time ago, is progressing nicely. The 'basement is completed and
the first floor is taking shape. The
building will be of concrete and the
workmen have begun pouring the ce.
ment into the molds.

tn

Las Vegas people who awoke early
this morning heard the rain gently
pattering down on the roof and they
contentedly turned over to enjoy a
beauty sleep before arising, with the
knowledge that the dry farmers had
been saved again for the umpty-steent- h
time this year. Acocrdlngto
the guage at the Normal the rainfall this morning was .15 inches. The
afternoon
yesterday
Always get the best at Nolette'i shower of
amounted to .13 inches, making a
barber shop.
total for the two dajvs of .28 inches
The meeting of the city council
There will be baseball at Amusescheduled for tonight will be held at
2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon in ment park Sunday afternoon, the
stead.. This announcement was made Railroaders having arranged to bring
the Raton shop team here for a game.
today by Mayor K. D. Goodall, who
desirous of having every member The contest will be played at 3
as the Maroons will be
o'clock,
present at the meeting, which Is out of and,
a big bunch of base
the
city,
scheduled to dispose of important
fans is expected to be
pending business.
present The Railroaders have de
Raton twice this season, but
Old Crow sold over the bar at feated,
the boys from the Gate Ciljy have
Long's Buffet.
strengthened considerably since the
last contest and are planning to give
errors
sometimes
Typographical
the Railroaders a surprise.
are wierd. For instance, in last night's
paper Lockhart was credited with
For every dollar's worth you buy
making four hits while he was you pay eighty cents; nothing marked
"turn
bat.
at
one
charged with but
low prices.
higher than usually
Angel and Ettinger both flayed first GRAAF DRY GOODS COMPANY.
on
base and nobody was stationed
Lockhart's
third.
performance is
After all expenses were paid the
worth mentioning. He got four hies, baseball benefit dance netted $84.50.
out
three of which, were
Today the baseball association handed
of five times up.
to Carl Ellis, Don Schoeny, Frank
Angel, Emil Montano and David SanTry a dram of Old Taylor bourbon doval $15 each. Alfredo Padilla reat the Opera Bar. Served from bar- ceived $9.50, as he receives a much
rels on the bar.
smaller salary than the other paid
members of the club, and assisted maJake Riedlinger, who died receutW terially in the sale of tickets. The
at his home in Silver City, resided fans will be glad to know the dance
in Las Vegas many years ago and is turned out so well as all the local
remembered by Chris Wiegand and
players are favorites. It is likely
Mr. Riedlin
many other
a similar dance will be given for the
ger conducted a barber shop on Cen- same purpose about the middle of
ter street near the Goodall dr-vnext month.
store. He left here in 1884, going
to Silver City, where he had resided
Teacher Johnny, what do we call
ever since. Mr. Riedlinger is su"
vived by a widow and several grjwu that awful region where there is so
much fire and smoke?
children.
Johnny Pittsburg. Judge.
Positively no camping, fining or
C.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
W. and F. J. Wesner.
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Las Vegas, New Mexico
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First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

ball-lovin- g

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

s,

Do not miss this chance to jet an Electric Iron
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

& Power Co.
Las Vegas Phone
Light
Main 206
Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

COAL AND WOOD
' WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Coal, all sizes

foot oMmln gjm

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

C O tJ D O TJ

f"'W,.,"f-

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business"
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

THE BEST PLACE
in Las Vegas to buy

Groceries and Meats

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

-

Captain Brierly's Dawson coal dig
gers lost the third and last game
with Trinidad Tuesday afternoon by
score of 10 to 6. The game was
played in a drizzling rain on a muddy
field. In the series Trinidad won
The only
:wo and lost one game.
game that Dawson won was pitched
by Elburn, formerly of the Maroons.
He is regarded as the best of Daw
son's staff of five twirlers. Dawson
will play a series of three games
here durlns the National Guard en
campment this month.
Firoh'a Golden Wedding Ryj, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At theLobby, of course.
The Maroons will play their next
game Sunday in Santa Fe. They are
.racticlng as regularly as the rain
will permit and expect to be Jn good
form for the game in the Ancient
City. Lockhart, who seems to have
something on". i&e,Sa.ntaiFe .bunch.
will twirl. TB management ' ofr tna,
team is doing everything possible to
arrange for games. The Fort Logan,
Colo., team will be in southern Colo
rado at the end of this week and an
effort Is being made to bring it here
next Tuesday and Wednesday. The
Fort Logan aggregation is fast and
undoubtedly an
interesting game
would result if It were pitted against
the locals. The next home game
scheduled is with Santa Fe a week
from next Sunday
.Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any
v
rarMn the city. - ;
Lunch every morning

at Long's Buffet

at

10 o'clock

m

CHERRIES

uwm

24 Quart Boxes
$3.00

e

J. H. STEARNS

RUN FROM TUCUMCARI
TO "KERRVILLE, TEX., OPENING UP RICH SECTION

Texico, N. M., July 6. Railroad
construction on the ne,w road which
in nin trnm Tiiriimmri in Karv.
vllle, Tex., connecting with the Aransas Pass line in the latter town and
thence on to the Gulf of Mexico has
been ordered to begin at once. The
financing of the project has been
an understanding
hfy
completed
reached with a syndicate of French
bankers who through their Boston
agents are to take over the whole
bond issue.
The road was first projected under the name of the Rock Island,
Farwell & Gulf railway, but since
the later developments in the organization of the new road the
name has been changed to the Texas,
New Mexico & Pacific railway.
Beginning at Tucumcari, the road
will run to Texico, and thence along
the eastern boundary of New Mexico
to Knowles, Eddy, county. Still continuing south the crossing of the
Texas & Pacific line will be made
and
In Ector or Midland counties,
the road will then run over the Texas plains to El Dorado, tapping a
rich cattle country and on to Kerr-villAt Kerrvllle a direct connec
tion Is formed with the San Antonio
& Aransas Pass line which passes
through the Texas metropolis and on
down to Corpus Chrlstl on the gulf.
The central division of the line
work
from which the construction
will be at Knowles,
will be supei-vlsewhere arrangements are now being
made for the construction of a roundhouse, shops and the general offices.
The total mileage will be 475, and
the promoters intend to make the line
in every particular equal to any line
between the eulf ports and Kansas
City, St. Louis and Chicago.
For the past twelve, months M. J.
Healy has been busily engaged in ob
taining every bit of Information possible for the construction of the rail
way, and his hopes are now about to
be realized in the work that is to be
gin immediately. The preliminany
promotion was done with local cap!
tal, and Mr. Healy has now instruc s
tlons to go ahead as fast as possible,
Construction camps will be established at Knowles, Texico, Tucum
carl and other points along the line
Dr. Bones decided to have a day
with the birds, and started out earl
one morning fully armed, "game"
writ large on his features.
About 4 In the afternoon he re
turned, tired out and empty-hande"Not a feather, John," he told his
ooachman.
1 don't seem to be
form somehow." .
fea
.Tohn scrutinized his master's
tures for a while before replylr.
Then he said:
"I alius ses, sur, every man oi nis
trade, I does. Look at me,' sur;
couldn't shoot if I tried: but I cau
groom a hoss, sur, as well as any
hodv. There's you. sur, one of thu
best doctors In the town, sur. You
ain't much good with the gjun, sur
beggin' your pardon for the liberty
but I'll defy any man to beat you witn
bottle."
the med-si-

$8.00 Panamas for- $7.00 Panamas for

S6.00

.

$6.00 Panamas for ......

...

$5.00 Panamat for.
$3.00

.

for.....

Straws

5.25,
4.50
3.75
2.25

$2.75 Strawi for
$2.00 Straws for..
$1.75 Strawa for..
$1.50 Straws for.
$100 Straws for..
75c Straws for

$2.05

..

1,50

.

130

...

L13

..

75c-

-

56c

These Hats Are All New and of the Latest
Weaves and Styles.

GREENBERGER
Square Deal
A

RUGS FADE UNDER TOO MUCH SUN

VIGTOR!
Victor window shades are opaque. They keep out
the light. They do not split or crack. We hang
Victor Shades free. Buy Victor window Shades now
and save your rugs.
t
,

J. C. JOHNSEN
UCCNSBO AtftENTS FOW

6v

SON

5

MHOQSIEaiHTCHEllCMlilETS

FOR 30 DAYS

d

Tit-Bit-

The freckle-face- d
boy who was
about to be emancipated from high
school thralldom was writing his
graduating essay.
"1 suppose I ought to wind it up," he
reflected, "with something touching
and sentimental about the leather- squeaky-voiceheaded, snub-noseconceited old snoozer that turns the
sheband."
"And now.
Thereupon' he wrote:
our dear and honored principal, we
turn to you," etc. Chicago Tribune.

Ouiride

Flour
$1.30 per Back
Every Sack Guaranteed
'

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

--

JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool. and comfortable.
Excellent home table.
Saddle burros free..
:
Excursions everywhere.
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday..
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per week,
Leave orders at Murphey's.

-

FINEST MIXED SINGLE AND DOUBLE
5 cents each, 50c per dozen.

Perry Onion

Storo Phono Main 462

Boy's and Children's Straw Hats,
Including Panamas in all
the late Blocks

e.

Sweet Williams

'

25 Per Cent Discount on All Men's,

m

of
Some
Fine
Plants
"
:

miac
SA L E

NEW MEXICO

n
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FOR EASTERN
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an interested
Saul Rosenthal
spectator at the Moran-Wolgaparty in San Francisco on the Fourth
Mr. Rosenthal
says he weighs
much as either of the combatants
and could have whlprid bothofthera
easily twenty lyearBj ago, which Is
the literal truth. Who knows how
old Wolgast and Moran were two
decades ago?

First National Ban

Anthracite

a

2t

20 Pound Boxs for $125 or

The

t ery dollarg worth you

Boast pork 'M teasrloln steakand
pineapple 'wbet at White Kitchen
The E. Romero Hose lnft Fire
tonight. , Meais 5 Cent. The place
that tlaa, cool and comfortable.
company will hold its regular monthly
business meeting tomorrow evening in
Fw every dollar's worth you buy ltc station on Bridge street. A large
cents.
5t
pay eighty
Nothing attendance of the membership is exmarked higher than usually low pected. Following the transaction of
business a social session will be held
prices. GRAAF DRY GOODS
and refreshments will be served.

From the Rio Grande Valley
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y eighty cents; nothing marked
'ffcer than usually low prices.
GJUAF DRY GOODS company.

LOCAL NEWS

?rn warn pjr
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&

Son

la cA Phone Main 276

We Launder Your

Now is the Time

Negligee Shirts

For

in a way that makes them look
much better than is possible
when they are sent to a washerwoman, or done at" tome. 1 "
Tou will find that we, make
them cleaner and whiter.' If
colored, we wash thm thoroygh-ly- ,

but so carefully that the colors stay bright
$
We starch the , shirts . dust
right, so the bosoms stay" in
place and the neckbands ,.hold

ICE TEA
We have the Price
'

and Quality

,

your collars properly: And 'we
launder the cuffs so they look as
. "
nice aa your collar, f
Good dressing demands that
your negligee shirt be sent 'us,
with your other linen,

Blend....

$1.00

Fancy Ceylon Blend

.75

Oriental

Fancy Japan Blend
Special Blend

50
.35

C. D. BOUCHER
The Coffee Man

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press repert,i

